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Abstract
Since 2006, the experimental discovery of graphene, a single-layer of carbon atoms, has
spurred tremendous efforts towards new graphene-based materials. In graphene research, there
is a recent trend towards next-generation materials in which graphene layers are locally
modified in a controlled fashion at the nanoscale and tailored for specific applications.
Examples include nanoparticle-decorated graphene thin films with surface potential tailored
for nanoelectronics or advanced catalysis, graphene nanoribbons, graphene quantum dots, and
the scalable fabrication of tiny pores in graphene, which are suitable to applications requiring
ultrathin molecular sieving membranes. This research is focused on the development of new
applications of copper-nanoparticle (Cu-np) decorated graphene thin films, towards the metalassisted etching of graphene and the synthesis of next-generation graphene-based materials.
Two different methods were utilized for Cu-np deposition: thermal evaporation – a technique
operating under thermodynamic equilibrium, and DC-biased radio-frequency sputtering – a
plasma-based quasi-equilibrium technique. Both methods are capable of producing ultrathin
Cu layers on graphene, which can be subsequently annealed to nucleate Cu-np’s of tuneable
diameter depending on the Cu layer thickness. Both techniques are suitable to be used in
conjunction with large-area graphene thin films prepared by solution processing. In this thesis,
three examples are presented involving the use of Cu-np’s to process graphene. In the first
example, both etching and synthesis are involved: It was found that the simultaneous removal
of Cu-np’s and the underlying graphene has led to the formation of graphene ribbons from
corrugated graphene layers, in which nanoparticles do not deposit on ridges and wrinkles. In a
second example, it was demonstrated that Cu-np-assisted etching may lead to the formation of
nanoporous graphene-based membranes that are finding interesting applications as water
nanofilters for the removal of impurities (e.g. Fe3+ and Mn2+) from water. In a third example,
plasma-assisted synthesis of carbon on Cu-np’s was shown to lead to the growth of curved
graphene quantum dots, with resistive memory effects that can find applications in data
storage. These examples well represent the versatility of the Cu-np assisted processing
methodology of graphene thin films, towards a large variety of next-generation carbon-based
nanomaterials.
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction

Graphene is two dimensional (2-D) material that consists of carbon atoms in infinite
honeycomb lattices. A carbon atom in graphene forms three sigma (σ) bonds to adjacent
carbon atoms with one delocalized electron. The covalent bonded carbon in hexagonal
shape continues horizontally in 2-D of graphene structure.
Graphene has been reported to have high transparency, high thermal conductivity, high
charged carrier mobility [1] and mechanical strength [2] due to the structure of graphene.
Especially the superior electronic property of graphene was spot-lighted for its promising
applications. [3 - 6] The electronic properties of graphene come from the band structure of
graphene in which conduction and valence bands meet at one point without a bandgap as
known as Dirac cone. [7] Due to the zero-bandgap, the electrons behave as massless
particles that move at the speed of light in graphene, which results in high charged carrier
mobility. [7] The charged carrier mobility of graphene is measured to be 15,000 cm2V-1s-1
at room temperature [1] with resistivity of 10-6 ohm∙cm which is lower than that of copper
and silver. [8] Along with the mechanical and electronic properties, graphene has various
possible application in the future.
Graphene has many applications by having different shapes. The confinement of its
dimensions leads graphene to graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) in 1-D [9 - 13] and carbon
dots (CDs) in 0-D [14, 15]. The confinement changes the optical and electronic properties
of graphene as the role of graphene edges (grain boundaries) becomes significant. [12] For
example, GNRs can open bandgap energy when the width of the ribbon is less than 50 nm,
which can be used for building nano-sized semiconducting devices such as nanotransistors. 0-D carbon dots can have different bandgap energy that depends on the size
with different absorption and re-emission energy of photon, [14, 15] which can have
applications in light emitting devices (LEDs) [16] and solar cells [17]. Fabrication of pores
on graphene makes it usable in water purification sectors as nano-filters. [18, 19] The 2-D
structure of graphene can be the thinnest filter ever made, which greatly increases the flow
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rate by reducing the friction between fluid and throughout of the porous graphene filter.
Therefore, modification of graphene into different shapes can lead to various applications.

1.1 Elementary carbon solids and graphene
Carbon is an element having atomic number 6 with three carbon isotopes in nature,

12

C,

13

C and 14C. The most common isotope of carbon found in nature is 12C (98.8 % of natural

carbon isotopes). 12C has an electric configuration of 1s2 2s2 2p2 in ground state according
to valence bond theory.

Figure 1-1 (a) Electron configuration and (b) electron promotion of carbon
Carbon can have flexible chemical bonding or crystalline structure by the promotion of
electron. The ground state of electrons in carbon is 1s2 2s2 2px1 2py1 as illustrated in Figure
1-1 (a). The two electrons can participate chemical bonding in this electron configuration.
However, other electrons from 2s2 can be easily promoted to higher orbitals as in Figure
1-1 (b), due to the low energy involved. Finally, the electron configuration of carbon with
promotion becomes 2s1 2px1 2py1 2pz1, which results in four unpaired electrons in each
orbital. The total energy level is lowered in this process due to the energy required for the
promotion. Consequently, a single carbon atom can form a maximum of four bonds with
electron promotion.
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Figure 1-2 (a) sp3, (b) sp2 and (c) sp1 hybridization of electron orbitals in carbon
The electrons in carbon can have overlaps of electron orbitals in different combinations,
which is defined as the orbital hybridizations of carbon. The orbital hybridization of carbon
leads to different energy levels in chemical bonds due to overlaps of electron wave
functions of orbitals. Usually, energy levels are lowered in hybrid orbitals. Figure 1-2
shows three types of hybridizations of carbon; sp3, sp2 and sp1. sp3 hybridization in carbon
consists of one electron from 2s and three electrons from 2p as in panel (a). This new hybrid
orbitals have lower energy level than 2p orbital by overlap of orbitals in tetrahedral
arrangement of bonds. In sp2 state, the hybrid orbitals have one electron from 2s and two
electrons from 2p as in panel (b). The electron that does not participate hybridization stays
in 2p orbital. Likewise, two electrons from s and p participate sp1 hybridization with two
remaining electrons in p orbitals as in panel (c).
The examples of hybridization of carbon can be mainly investigated in organic compounds
as depicted in figure 1-3. sp3 hybridization can be found in methane (CH4) as in figure 1-3
(a). Each sp3 orbital overlaps with hydrogen 1s orbital in methane, forming a total of four
covalent bonds (or sigma, 𝜎, bond) in one molecule of methane. Another example of sp3
hybridization in solid state is diamond. The structure of diamond is comprised of sp3
covalent bonds among carbon atoms with an angle of 109.5 ° to each nearest atom. Ethene
(C2H4) is a good example of sp2 hybridization of carbon as in panel (b). Covalent bonds
are formed between carbon atoms by overlap of sp2 orbitals. The 1s orbitals in two
hydrogen atoms overlap with sp2 orbitals in a carbon atom to form covalent bonds. The
remaining 2p1 orbitals in each carbon atom also participate the bonding as pi (𝜋) bond
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which is covalent bond as well as sigma (σ) bond but much weaker due to the less overlap
of orbitals in parallel direction. Likewise, in sp2 hybridization found in acetylene (C2H2) in
panel (c), it has two overlaps of sp1 orbitals as sigma (σ) bonds and two overlaps of p
orbitals as pi (π) bonds.

Figure 1-3 Diagram of sigma (𝝈) and pi (𝝅) bonds in different hybridization of carbon.
(a) sp3 hybridization in methane (CH4) (b) sp2 hybridization in ethene (C2H4) (c) sp1
hybridization in acetylene (C2H2)
Carbon-based materials in solid state have different crystal structures due to the different
hybridization of carbon atoms. Diamond has very sturdy structure of carbon by having sp3
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sigma (σ) bonds to neighbouring four carbon atoms. As a result, diamond is one of the
hardest materials in nature. Similarly, in graphene and graphene-related materials, carbon
atoms form sp2 sigma (σ) bonds and pi (π) bonds to neighbouring three carbon atoms in 2D. Due to this arrangement in honeycomb crystal structure of carbon atoms, graphene can
have superior physical properties as the strongest material ever tested. [2] The electrons in
pi (π) orbitals in graphene makes it electrically conductive along graphene plain. [7]
Likewise, other graphene-related materials and products with similar crystal structure, such
as carbon nanotubes, graphene nanoribbons and carbon dots, are known to have good
physical and electronic properties. [12, 14, 15, 20, 21]

1.2

Examples of graphene-based sp2 carbon solids

A large variety of sp2 carbon solid materials can be found in nature or artificially
synthesized. Widely studied sp2 carbon solids are graphite, graphene and carbon nanotubes.
Graphite is a very well-known material among carbon allotropes. It is composed of stacks
of graphene layers in three dimensions (3-D). For this reason, the first discovery of
graphene was performed by separating a single layer from bulk graphite on cellophane
tape. [1] Graphene can be also obtained from other allotropes of the honeycomb lattice
structure such as carbon nanotubes (CNT) as the structure of carbon nanotubes are rolledup graphene sheet. [13, 22, 23] For application purposes, graphene can be confined in 1and 2-D into graphene nanoribbons and carbon dots.
Graphene layers are piled up onto each other by weak bonds in graphite with the spacing
between the graphene layers approximately 0.142 nm. [24] This interlayer distance
between graphene layers can be approximated by Van der Waals interactions. The Van der
Waals force is contributed by the induced dipole interactions from delocalized electrons in
pi (π) orbitals from different layers of graphene. Therefore, the interlayer distance is
decided by the balance between attractive and repulsive force between graphene layers.
[24] This Van der Waals force between graphene layers is very weak compared to that
between carbon atoms that are bound by sigma (σ) bonds. Hence, graphene can be easily
separated from bulk graphite physically or chemically.
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Carbon nanotubes are rolled-up graphene layers in cylindrical shape. When a graphene
layer rolled up to meet the two ends of the sheet, the honeycomb structure of graphene can

Figure 1-4 Examples of sp2 carbon solid materials: (a) graphite, (b) graphene sheet,
(c) carbon nanotube, (d) graphene nanoribbon (This figure from [25] is licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License.) and (e) carbon dot.
remain but in a cylindrical form as single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs). [22] Due
to this similarity in the lattice structure to graphene, carbon nanotubes are known to be as
good a materials as graphene in terms of physical and electrical properties. [22] Moreover,
the property of the carbon nanotubes can significantly change by the diameter of the tube
and the chirality. [26] Chirality is determined by the angle that graphene sheet is rolled up
as long as the graphene sheet is symmetric. Therefore, the chirality changes the shape of
both ends of carbon nanotubes, which ends up having different properties of the carbon
nanotubes. The SWCNTs can be stacked up to have multi-layer structure of carbon
nanotubes. The multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) are stacks of different diameter
of SWCNTs, piled up by Van der Waals forces from pi (π) electrons between each layer of
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SWCNT. The MWCNTs are more resistant to chemicals and can be functionalized on outer
walls to modify the physical and chemical properties.
Confinement of graphene in one dimension (1-D) leads to the formation of 1-D graphene
nanoribbons (GNRs). GNRs have an important change in physical properties when they
are confined in 1-D with the width less than 50 nm due to graphene edges. [12] The electron
energy states at the edges are different from that in graphene surface. The role of graphene
edges becomes significant by 1-D confinement of graphene due to the increase in the
portion of graphene edge area in graphene sheet. It was experimentally studied that 1-D
confinement opens the bandgap energy, contrary to the semi-metal property of graphene
sheet with Dirac cone band structure. [7] Generally, the decrease of width of GNRs can
increase the band gap energy, which makes GNRs semi-conductive. This is very an
important property in graphene application as semi-conductivity is basic requirement to
build transistors.
Confinement of graphene in both dimensions leads to the formation of 0-D carbon dots
(CDs). CDs shows distinct electrical and optical properties when it is reduced in size less
than approximately 50 nm. [14, 15] The decrease in diameter results in the decrease in the
number of electron states in CDs. This makes electron energy spectrum in CDs become
more discrete. The electron states in CDs can be described as potential well with the
potential energy dependent on the diameter of CDs. Therefore, the smaller CDs have the
larger band gaps. This property of CDs is important in optoelectronic applications as
change in size of CDs can lead to the change in wavelength of light absorption and
photoluminescence. [14 - 17]

1.3

Synthesis of graphene and sp2 carbon solids

Synthesis of nanomaterials can be generally categorized by top-down and bottom-up
approaches by types of precursor used. Top-down approach reduces the size of the bulk
material into nanosized materials. [14] This includes both physical and chemical
deformation of the material. Bottom-up approach builds up nanomaterials until the desired
size by using atomic or sub-nanosized materials as precursor. Bottom-up methods often
include solution-based wet chemistry or self-assembly in chemical vapour deposition.
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Bottom-up approach is developed to collect atoms or molecules of material to nucleated
on the substrate to have micro/nanostructure. This can be described as building houses by
stacking up blocks. This bottom-up approach can be performed by both chemically and
physically. For example, in fabrication of nickel oxide nanoparticles, nickel containing
chemical such as nickel chloride or nickel sulphate hexahydrate is mixed in aqueous
solution. [27] Then, NiOx nucleates and crystallizes in the form of nanoparticles on the
substrate as the substrate-containing solution is annealed. This is the direct collection of
nickel and oxygen atoms from the solution by using substrate as nucleation point. Likewise,
similar bottom-up approach can be also used to synthesize carbon-based materials.
Top-down approach is generally used by processing bulk material to have
micro/nanostructures via chemical etching or optical/e-beam lithography. This approach
can be described as sculpture where a bulk of ceramic is carved down to have a certain
shape. In general application of top-down approach such as e-beam lithography, the
material with nano-patterned mask is bombarded by high energy electrons. [28, 29] The
exposed area of material is etched away while protected area by the mask remains unetched
as desired nanostructure. This technique is widely used method to produce micro/nano
electric circuits in so-called chips such as central processing units (CPUs) and randomaccess memories (RAMs) in computers. [28, 29]

1.3.1

Example of bottom-up growth of carbon solids: chemical
vapour deposition

One of the most promising bottom-up fabrication techniques to produce carbon-based
materials is chemical vapour deposition (CVD). CVD is a thin film deposition technique
for various materials including polymer and carbon-based materials. [30 - 36] Generally,
CVD produces a thin film on the substrate by exposing substrates to precursors in gas phase
in vacuum chamber. Precursor containing gas is brought up to high temperatures for
thermal decomposition. When the substrates are set at a lower temperature than that of the
gas containing precursors, nucleation starts on the substrates by condensation of
decomposed precursors. This leads to further molecular aggregation, covering the entire
surface of the substrate in the form of thin film. The advantage of CVD is the uniformity
in crystal structure and thickness over the surface of the substrate. [34 - 36] For this reason,
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fabrication of carbon-based materials by CVD has been intensively studied for many years.
Formation of carbon-based materials in CVD is performed by flowing carbon-containing
gas such as methane and ethanol over the metallic substrate. The metallic substrates such
as nickel, cobalt, iron and copper behave as catalyst to lower crystallization temperature of
carbon atoms from flowing gas into thin film. [35, 36] Various carbon-based materials such
as carbon nanotubes and graphene can be synthesized by CVD.

Figure 1-5 Two types of growth of carbon nanotubes by chemical vapour deposition:
(a) Grown-up and (b) Grown-down CNT (Reprinted (adapted) with permission from
[20]. Copyright 2009 Elsevier B.V.)
Carbon nanotubes are produced by using metal nanoparticles as substrates as nucleation
points for each nanotube. [20, 21] A mixture of gas containing methane (or ethanol),
nitrogen, ammonia and hydrogen is flown over the nanoparticles at approximately 700 °C
in the vacuum chamber. The metal nanoparticles collect thermally decomposed carbon
atoms from methane (or ethanol) then, carbon atoms are crystalized in the form of carbon
nanotubes. Further molecular aggression grows carbon nanotubes vertically on metal
nanoparticles. There are two mechanism in this growth of carbon nanotubes in this stage.
One is that the metal nanoparticles act only as crystallization point so that carbon nanotubes
are vertically grown up from the nanoparticles as depicted in Fig. 1-5 (a). [20, 21] In the
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other mechanism, carbon nanotubes are vertically grown down from metal nanoparticles
as in Fig. 1-5 (b), as a result, metal nanoparticles are pushed up inside the nanoparticles
from the nucleation point on the substrate. [20, 21] Despite the fact that the theoretical
interpretation on growth of carbon nanotubes is not clear yet, the fabrication method for
carbon nanotubes was mimicked to produce graphene film by CVD.

Figure 1-6 Growth of graphene by chemical vapour deposition (Reprinted (adapted)
with permission from [36]. Copyright The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011.)
Graphene can be also often grown by CVD through a similar method as growing CVD
carbon nanotubes but with metal thin film as a substrate as in Fig 1-6. [34 - 36] The use of
thin film as a nucleation point simply changes the structure of the carbon product into 2-D
material. The carbon atoms from gas mixture containing methane nucleate on random
points on metal film at approximately 800-1000 °C. [34 -36] Carbon atoms are crystalized
into graphene honeycomb structure on metal substrate that lowers the temperature of
graphene crystallization as a catalyst. The growth of each graphene flake continues
horizontally until it meets other graphene boundaries. Therefore, the graphene synthesized
in CVD is usually multi-crystalline. [34 - 36] However, CVD graphene is ideal to fabricate
monolayer graphene because metal substrates are more reactive to precursors in the gas.
Moreover, the process is slow enough to prevent the growth of another layer from forming
on the first layer of graphene after the metal substrate surface is fully covered. [35]

1.3.2

Thermal evaporation

Thermal evaporation is a physical vapour deposition technique for thin film deposition. In
this technique, materials are heated above its melting point in vacuum to be vaporized and
deposited onto any substrate. The thin film synthesis by thermal evaporation is usually
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performed in ultra-high vacuum to reduce contamination and to protect the heating
filaments from any damage. In this way, vaporized materials travel to the substrate to be
deposited without interference to other molecules. Therefore, thin films can be deposited
with high purity using thermal evaporation technique, the mechanism and set-up of which
is not very complicated. [37] Fig. 1-7 (a) shows the melting points of metals depending on
pressure. [38] Tungsten (W) is the mainly used material for heating-filament in thermal
evaporation system. Any metal with a melting point lower than that of tungsten (≈ 2400
°C at 10-6 torr) can be used in this system for thin film deposition. For the reasons above,
thermal evaporation method is widely used for thin film in micro/nanotechnology.

Figure 1-7 (a) Melting point of various metals depending on pressure. (Reprinted
(adapted) with permission from [38]. Copyright Oxford University Press, 2007-2018) (b)
Thermal evaporation setup
Thermal evaporation system is a simple system with straightforward mechanism as
illustrated in Fig. 1-7 (b). This technique is performed in ultra-high vacuum to minimize
the total number of contaminants and increase the mean free path of the evaporated source
materials during deposition. The system is connected to two pumps, roughing pump and
diffusion pump, to vacuum the chamber down to the pressure between 10-7 to 10-8 torr prior
to deposition. The source materials are put in a container called a crucible that has a higher
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melting point than that of the source materials. This source material in the crucible is loaded
in the heating filament. External DC power supply provides up to 100 A with this filament
to heat the source material up to its melting point. When the temperature of the source
material reaches its melting point, it evaporates and travels upward to the sample stage with
reduced collisions to other gas molecules by ultra-high vacuum. Sample stage is rotatable
so that the start and end of the deposition can be controlled after the source material are
being vaporized. The thickness of the film deposited can be tracked by the internal quartz
crystal monitor with the resolution of 1 Å.
The thermal evaporation technique is mostly used for metals. This is because most metals
do not require high temperature to crystallize. The vaporized metals during thermal
evaporation deposition are condensed and crystallized on the substrate without excessive
energy. However, the use of this technique for carbon materials can be challenging because
the crystallization of carbon to graphene, diamond and other structures requires high
pressure and temperature. This may be accomplished by increasing the temperature of the
substrate high enough for evaporated carbon to crystallize, which can be very limited by
the type of substrate and vacuum environment of the thermal deposition system. Therefore,
the carbon produced in this system is inevitably amorphous.

1.3.3

Plasma sputtering

Plasma is defined as the fourth state of matter, consisting of an ionized gas dominated by
the collective behaviour of charged particles. Plasma in nature can be found in many stars
formed by nuclear fusion or in the magnetosphere of the Earth. Plasma can be generated
artificially from neutral inert gases in low pressure by introducing a high temperature or
high energy electromagnetic field enough to separate electrons from nuclei. In low
pressure, the interactions between charged particles are different due to the increased
interparticle distances. In neutral gas and solids, the interactions between particles follows
Coulomb force as individual particles. In low pressure with increased distances, charged
particles tend to interact with many neighbouring particles simultaneously as collective
behaviour. These interactions polarize nearby charged particles and, as a result, any electric
perturbations are reduced by the polarization of charged particles, which is called Debye
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shielding. Therefore, plasma is the state of matter dominated by collective behaviour of
charged gas with Debye shield.
Plasma is usually quasi-neutral state with similar number of electrons and ions. In this
condition, the kinetic energy of the charged particles is larger than the electric potential
energy in the contrast to the condition in solid state that electrons are bound by electric
potential energy. The quasi-neutral state in plasma is sheathed by electric field of ions
created at the boundary of plasma, preventing the escape of higher speed electrons and
balancing the number of electrons and ions. Therefore, the sheath maintains the same flux
of electrons and ions or electrically quasi-neutral state. These incoming positive ions are
accelerated through the sheath and collide to the target material, which causes the atoms
from target material to dislodge by momentum transfer. This phenomenon is used in
plasma-sputtering deposition of thin film by depositing dislodged atoms onto a substrate.
Plasma sputtering used in thin film deposition industry uses mainly Ar as inert gas to
weakly ionize. The pressure of the inert gas for the system is decided to maintain the plasma
during deposition, which depends on the type of inert gas used. There are two factors to
consider for the pressure used in the system. One is the pressure that Debye (shield) length
is more than the size of plasma but less than the size of the chamber. Debye length is
determined by the number of ions and electrons in plasma state. If the pressure is so low
that the Debye length is more than the size of the chamber, the quasi-neutral state is broken
as the entire chamber is affected by the electric field from the electrode. The other factor
is the mean free path of electrons. The mean free path is related to collisions of electrons
to neutral gas molecules to ionize. Too short a mean free path prevents electrons from
accelerating to have enough energy to ionize neutral gas molecules. With too long a mean
free path can lead to the less collisions. Both cases require more energy to maintain the
plasma. Therefore, the choice of pressure of inert gas is to minimize the electric potential
energy applied to the target materials. This relation is well studied by Friedrich Paschen
known as Paschen’s Law.
Plasma sputtering is generally used by applying bias voltage with direct current (DC) on
both target material and substrate. When the system is filled with Ar gas with negative bias
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voltage applied on target and positive on substrate, Ar gas is ionized as glow discharge.
This plasma has similar number of Ar+ and electrons in quasi-neutral state. The Ar+ ions
collide to negatively charged target material and target atoms are separated by momentum
transfer caused by collision. Ar+ ions gain electrons from biased target material during
collision to the target. The neutral Ar atoms are ionized again by collision to other Ar+ ions
and electrons. Therefore, the number of ions is maintained the same as well as collisions
of ions to the target to sputter target atoms. The dislodged target atoms are deposited on
the substrate. However, DC sputtering is limited to the deposition of metals only because
insulators cannot be used as an electrode in this system.

Figure 1-8 Experimental setup of industrial (a) direct current (DC) and (b) radio
frequency (RF) sputtering
Radio frequency (RF) sputtering uses alternating current (AC) bias voltage on the target
material to enable sputtering with dielectric materials. When general DC sputtering system
is equipped with dielectric material, Ar+ ions can build up on the target materials as there
is no current of electrons through insulators. This build-up prevents more Ar+ ions from
colliding to target material, hence, deposition of thin film. Alternation of bias voltage in
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RF sputtering repulse these built-up positive ions in positive voltage cycle. This positive
cycle also attracts electrons. As a result, Ar+ ions attracted to the negatively charged target
materials on subsequent negative cycle. Repetition of this interactions leads to the
sputtering of target materials on the substrate. Therefore, RF sputtering can use both metal
and dielectric materials for sputtering deposition of thin film.
The frequency of alternating bias used in RF sputtering is decided so that it is high enough
to prevent the positive ions from building up. The minimum frequency to maintain the
plasma without the build-up of positive ions is 40 kHz. However, frequency as high as
13.56 MHz is usually used for RF sputtering system for self-bias effect on target material.
When the frequency is higher, the number of electrons attracted in positive cycle is more
than that of the positive ions attracted in negative bias cycle within a given time, due to the
higher speed of electrons with the same electric potential energy. With repetition of this
phenomenon, the total bias voltage on the target material during sputtering is maintained
negatively (negative self-bias), which prevents the substrate from being sputtered. The
asymmetric configuration of target materials and substrate stage is also used along with
self-bias so that the smaller sized target materials attract more electrons and ions than the
substrate.
The advantage of plasma techniques over thermal evaporation is that plasma sputtering is
not dependant on the melting point of the materials. This is particularly advantageous in
carbon deposition in this research due to the significantly higher melting point of carbon
than metals at 3550 °C at atmospheric pressure. Another advantage of plasma sputtering is
that it is possible to control sp2 and sp3 bonding in the resultant carbon solid. [39] Plasma
sputtering is performed in highly energetic conditions of ions, in which atomic
hybridizations easily adjust to changes in local density. During sputtering deposition, the
ion bombardment energy to target carbon can be controlled by bias voltage applied on the
target. Different bias voltage results in different kinetic energy of dislodged carbon atoms.
More energetic collisions result in sp3 bonds with higher density and sp2 bonds with lower
density. [39] Therefore, plasma technique has advantages over thermal evaporation for
carbon deposition due to carbon bond controllability and lack of dependency on the melting
points.
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1.3.4

Example of top-down growth of carbon solids: chemical
exfoliation of graphite with the formation of graphene oxide

Top-down approaches of graphene-related materials are cost-efficient and mass-productive
methods. Top-down fabrication usually uses wet-chemistry by solution-based exfoliation
of graphite because graphite consists of multiple layers of graphene. In solution-based
exfoliation, graphene sheets are separated from bulk graphite by surfactants in aqueous
solution to prevent graphene sheets from restacking after exfoliation. [40 - 42] Particularly
in this research, RNA (ribonucleic acid) was used as a surfactant, which has hydrophobic
base and hydrophilic phosphodiester in one RNA structure. The hydrophobic base adheres
to graphene lattice via van der Waals forces in aqueous solution while hydrophilic
phosphodiester keeps graphene dispersed in water. The exfoliation aided with ultrasonication can shorten the process time. [40 - 42] Graphene sheets in aqueous solution can
be vacuum filtrated on filter paper, which can be transferred onto desired substrates. [40 42]
The solution exfoliation of graphene can be improved in quantity by oxidation prior to
exfoliation process to increase the production. [40] The oxidation helps surfactant to be
permeated to interlayer of graphene layers in bulk graphite in exfoliation process.
Oxidation of graphite can implant functional groups on the edges and on the surface of
each graphene layer, which leads to the increase of interlayer distance. [43, 44] Therefore,
the permeation of the surfactants into graphene layers greatly improves by the oxidation
process. As a result, the graphene concentration in aqueous solution can be high enough to
enable mass production of graphene and graphene-related materials.
The oxidation process was first proposed by Benjamin C. Brodie who attempted to find the
structure of graphite by measuring the increase in mass of graphite after undergoing
oxidation process. [45] He used a mixture of fuming nitric acid and potassium chloride as
an oxidant. From his experiment, it was investigated that graphite oxidized by the Brodie
method can be dispersed into water with an increase carbon-to-oxygen ratio in its crystal
structure. Another oxidation of graphite was developed 60 years later by Hummers and
Offeman with a mixture of sulfuric acid and potassium permanganate as an oxidant. [46]
This method is faster and less hazardous in oxidizing graphite with higher carbon-to-
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oxygen ratio of 2.25. For this reason, Hummers’ method is widely used for synthesis of
graphene oxide.
The advantages of wet-chemistry-based top-down synthesis of graphene related materials
are cost-effectiveness and mass-production with moderate quality. [47, 48] Generally, the
initial cost of use of wet-chemistry is comparably lower than other techniques. Moreover,
the productivity of the top-down chemical method depends on the size of the system, cost
of which does not greatly depends on the size, compared to that in bottom-up approach.
The quality of graphene produced in top-down approach is moderate compared to that in
bottom-up because 1) the functional groups produced in oxidation process on graphene
edges and surface cannot be eliminated completely [49] and 2) it is difficult to control the
number of graphene layers in solution-based method. [50] However, there are improvement
in researches such as reduced oxidation in graphene sheets by post chemical treatment. [49,
51] For these advantages, current graphene related products on market are mostly solutiongraphene such as graphene ink that enables easier applications.

1.3.5

Metal assisted etching of graphene

Graphene can be etched by metal-assisted technique in which the metal replaces the
oxidizer as in wet chemistry etching techniques. As mentioned earlier in this chapter,
graphene can be grown on various metal films by CVD due to the catalytic behaviour of
metal to lower the crystallization temperature. The graphene grown in a such way on metal
films forms weak van der Waals bonding and vice versa. The presence of metals on
graphene by van der Waals bond weakens the bonds between carbon atoms in graphene as
the metals can restructure pi (π) orbitals in graphene. [52] Some transition metals can form
stronger bonds to graphene, which can distort graphene structure. [52 - 55] The graphene
with weakened bonds with the presence of metal requires less energy to break C=C bond
in graphene, which enables more efficient etching. In the literatures, it was studied that
introducing heat or e-beam on metal/graphene composites produces vacancy defects on
graphene film with less energy required to break C=C bonds. [53 - 56]
Thermally activated metal assisted etching of graphene can be accomplished in CVD
systems by increasing temperature to 700 - 1000 °C in the presence of hydrogen gas. [54 -
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56] The properties of etching can be controlled by the form of metal such as film or
nanoparticles. Zhang et al reported that copper film coated graphene in the CVD system
can lead to vacancy defects that grows over time when high temperature (700 - 1000 °C)
hydrogen gas flow is introduced in the system as in Fig. 1-9 (a). [56] The use of metal in
nanoparticle form produces lines of vacancy defects in the similar CVD system in the

Figure 1-9 Thermally activated metal assisted etching in the literatures in the
presence of hydrogen gas. (a) Cu film assisted etching of graphene by Y. Zhang et al.
(Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [56]. Copyright 2012 American Chemical
Society.) (b) Schematics of ferromagnetic metal nanoparticle assisted etching by L. C.
Campos et al (Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [54]. Copyright 2009 American
Chemical Society.) and the result of (c) Ni nanoparticle assisted etching (Reprinted
(adapted) with permission from [54]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.) and
(d) Fe nanoparticle assisted etching by S. S. Datta et al. (Reprinted (adapted) with
permission from [55]. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.)
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presence of hydrogen gas. It was reported that ferromagnetic metals such as nickel and iron
move around on graphene sheets at 900 – 1000 °C in the system, eliminating graphene
along the way in crystallographic orientation. [54, 55] The results of the etching process
are shown in AFM and SEM images in Fig. 1-9 (c) and (d).
Metal assisted etching can also be performed by electron bombardment on metal
nanoparticle deposited graphene film. Various metal nanoparticles such as Cr, Ti, Pb, Ni
and Al were verified to be effective to produce vacancy defects on graphene by e-beam
introduced during high angle annular dark field (HAADF) imaging. [53] The images of a
hole created by this metal assisted etching are shown in Fig. 1-10. The deposited metal
nanoparticles were observed only on hydrocarbon contamination area of graphene. With
the presence of e-beam, the metal nanoparticles were studied to be dragged during the
HAADF measurement, producing large area vacancy defects on graphene.

Figure 1-10 Metal nanoparticle assisted etching by e-beam with (a) Pb, (b) Ti and (c)
Al in high angle annular dark field (HAADF) images by Q. M. Ramasse et al.
(Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [53]. Copyright 2012, American Chemical
Society)
The mechanism of metal assisted etching suggested in the literatures is that the catalytic
behaviour of metal lowers the bonding energy to break the C=C bonds in graphene. [53 56] This also means that the metal catalysts encourage the formation of methane (CH4) in
hydrogen atmosphere. With the lowered bond energy by metal between carbon in
graphene, introduction of energy produces methane gas (CH4) out of carbon atoms in
graphene and hydrogen atoms from introduced hydrogen gas with energy for the reaction,
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as illustrated in Fig. 1-9 (b). The result by Ramasse suggests that the presence of oxygen
can be another factor in the etching mechanism. The metal nanoparticles assisted etching
performed in his experiments were found to make vacancies on graphene except that by
the Au nanoparticles, which is not oxidized. Therefore, graphene can be etched by lowered
energy in a hydrogen atmosphere when the carbon bonds in graphene are weakened by the
presence of metal nanoparticles and oxygen.

1.3.6

Cu nanoparticle assisted etching of graphene

Metal nanoparticle assisted etching of graphene has been reported to be practiced with
ferromagnetic or transition metals such as Ni and Fe. Ferromagnetic metals bond to
graphene covalently, forming carbide, which leads to effective removal of carbon atoms in
graphene as previously mentioned. However, this strong bond by metal-carbide can cause
side effects such as the trench of vacancies on graphene or removal of large area graphene
around one metal nanoparticle, as mentioned above. These phenomena are not always
desired, because they can cause difficulties in finely controlled etching of graphene. This
difficulty can be described as difficulty in drawing a small dot with a big size brush.
Likewise, the “pixel” or degree of graphene etching is decided by the type of bonding and
magnitude of bonding energy between nanoparticle material to graphene. Therefore, the
weaker bonding between metal nanoparticle and graphene can reduce the side effects and
increase controllability of etching.
Cu forms relatively weaker bonding to graphene by van der Waals interaction, compared
to ferromagnetic or transition metals. Although van der Waals bond between Cu and
graphene does not break carbon bonds in graphene, it still effectively weakens the carbon
bonds. This weakening of carbon bonds in graphene in contact to Cu nanoparticles is
studied theoretically and experimentally to be due to the decrease in surface potential of
graphene. [57] Attachment of Cu-np’s on graphene decreases the work function of Cunp’s, which is inversely proportional to the diameter of a nanoparticle. This results in down
shift of Fermi energy level of graphene into conduction band, increasing electron carrier
density and lowering its surface potential. The locally decreased surface potential of
graphene is effective enough to make graphene film vulnerable to an oxidising agent. [57]
Therefore, Cu-np’s can have less degree of etching of graphene compared to ferromagnetic
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metals, which can result in higher controllability of graphene etching not only by weak
bond between Cu and graphene but also Cu-size-dependent surface potential of graphene.

1.4
Application of graphene and related materials in
water purification sector
Demand for clean drinking water is becoming a scarce commodity nowadays, which
requires development of more efficient water purification techniques. Statistics from
International Energy Agency expects that the demand for water purification energy will
increase at least 50 % of the current demand by 2050 as the world urban population
increases from approximately 3.6 (2011) to 6.3 billion (2050). [58] Due to the limited
energy source, we need the new water purification and desalination techniques with better
efficiency to satisfy increasing demand of clean and drinking water.

Figure 1-11 Required vacuum operating pressure of current filtration technologies
with different pore sizes. [59]
Various types of filtration technologies are based on molecular sieve mechanism, energy
cost of which depends on the size of the filter membrane pores. In molecular sieve,
contaminants are rejected based on the size of the molecule by pore size of the filter.
smaller size of the pores on filters result in more surface area of pore walls, increasing
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friction between walls and fluid. For this reason, many filtration techniques require vacuum
filtration to operate. Vacuum pressure required for each pore size of filter is shown in Fig.
1-11. [59] Therefore, energy consumption for filtration increases as the pore size decreases,
which directly affects the cost of clean water production.
The advantage of porous and nanostructured graphene related materials for water
purification is from their atomic-thin structure and flexibility of functionalization. The
atomic-thin structure of graphene enables high flow rate of filtration with low pressure
requirement in vacuum filtration. [59] The pressure required for vacuum filtration depends
highly on the thickness of the filter structure due to the friction between the fluid and the
wall of pore structure. The use of graphene can decrease the thickness of the filter from 50
µm (current polymer-based reverse osmosis filters) to 50 nm. [59, 60] Functionalization is
another important factor in filtration of small contaminants which are difficult to be
eliminated by molecular sieve. Functionalized by various chemical groups, graphene filter
can trap harmful ions from contaminated water. [61 - 63] The edges of graphene can be
easily functionalized as reported in many literatures. [61 - 63] Porous graphene filters have
strong advantage in the functionalization on edges as nanopores on graphene can be
considered as edges. Therefore, porous and nanostructured graphene filters require less
energy in filtration by the atomic-thin structure with flexibility of functionalization for
trapping ions from contaminated water.

1.5

Thesis overview

Chapter 2 is an article published in Acta Materialia. This article introduces graphene nanoribbons synthesis as a result of large area graphene removal via Cu-np assisted etching.
The first half of the chapter is experimental details of graphene preparation and GNR
synthesis from graphene ridges via Cu-np assisted etching. Resultant GNRs were
investigated for morphology and electrical properties in the other half of this chapter via
conductive atomic force microscopy, scanning electron microscopy and electron dispersive
X-ray.
Chapter 3 is an article published in Nanoscale. This article introduces nano-porous
graphene filter for water purification via Cu-np assisted etching. In this article, nano-pores
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were drilled through multiple layers of graphene by limiting etching area with silica
nanoparticles. The fabricated pores were investigated by electron dispersive X-ray by
detecting fluorine signal in Teflon substrate beneath graphene layers with control nonporous graphene sample. This graphene filter was investigated to have significantly higher
flow rate at low differential pressure. Filtration efficiency of the filter was also tested by
removing metal ions from contaminated water.
Chapter 4 is an article submitted to Carbon. This article focuses on the bottom-up synthesis
technique of C-dots and its potential applications in memory device. In this article, a new
technique is introduced as a fabrication method for C-dots grown on Cu-np’s. This CDs
can be transfer-printed onto any desired substrate with PMMA as a carrier. CDs produced
via SPA-CVD were investigated to have memory effect when tested with Al and ITO
electrodes. The C-dots are also photoluminescent under 405 nm laser as measured by
scanning near-field optical microscopy, which opens the possible applications in memory
devices and optoelectrical devices.
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Chapter 2

2

Direct synthesis of highly conducting graphene
nanoribbon thin films from graphene ridges and
wrinkles

We introduce a facile fabrication process for obtaining graphene nanoribbon (GNR) thin
films on any substrate from solution-exfoliated graphene flakes with wrinkles or ridges.
Copper nanoparticles (Cu-np's) grown on graphene films by radio-frequency sputtering
adhere well on flat graphene surfaces, but not on graphene wrinkles and ridges. By etching
the Cu-np's in nitric acid, we can remove the largest portions of flat graphene flakes,
leaving behind only ridges and wrinkles as individual GNRs. The resulting GNRs are
remarkably long and straight and, different from those obtained from graphene with other
methods, are not oxidized. Two classes of GNRs are formed in our films: wide GNRs from
planar ridges and narrow and straight GNRs from vertical wrinkles. Our GNR still retain
the excellent electrical conductivity of pristine graphene.

2.1 Introduction
The outstanding physical and electrical properties of graphene, including high electrical
and thermal conductivity, high optical transparency, mechanical strength and flexibility [1]
make graphene-based thin films, formed by patchworks of single-, few and multilayer
graphene flakes, suitable for a large number of practical applications in electronics [1],
thermal management [2] and micro-mechanics [3]. Although large-area, solutionprocessed, graphene-based thin films are more cost-effective than graphene layers directly
grown by chemical vapour deposition. (CVD) on specific substrates at high temperature,
several of their properties are still reminiscent of the properties of single-layer graphene
[4]. For these reasons, reproducible methods capable of providing high quantity of
graphene-like materials for preparing large-area graphene thin films have been extensively
investigated since the first reports on the discovery of graphene [5]. Additional properties
and applications of graphene-based thin films can be envisaged if electron confinement can
be attained in one of the two dimensions of a graphene sheet and one-dimensional materials
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based on graphene can be obtained in large quantities and assembled in graphene-based
thin films [6].
Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) and graphene oxide nanoribbons (GONRs) are narrow
sheets of graphene with lengths up to several tens of mm and 5 - 200 nm width [7]. GNRs
have been fabricated using a large number of different methods [7-13]. However, most of
these methods are highly sophisticated and are not capable of producing these graphenelike materials in large amounts [8,10,11], while other less costly and less sophisticated
processes developed so far tend to always produce GONRs at low conductivity, low
quality, and with large concentrations of defects [12,13]. Highly expensive, highly
sophisticated methods to produce GNRs include electron-beam patterning of individual
graphene sheets [8] or unzipping carbon nanotubes with plasma etching methods that
require ultrahigh vacuum systems [10]. Unzipping carbon nanotubes in the presence of
specific surfactants also lead to GNRs of relatively good quality, but with very low yield
and large number of impurities in the by-products [11]. Conversely, exfoliating carbon
nanotubes in highly oxidative environments (similar to the preparation of graphene oxide
from graphene by the Hummer's method [12]) lead to potentially large amounts of GONRs
and partially reduced GONRs, but at inferior quality [13]. Most of the methods proposed
so far utilize carbon nanotubes as starting materials, which is disadvantageous due to their
relatively high cost over graphite and the significant amount of metallic and amorphous
carbon impurities associated with them.
Recently, a method leading to the preparation of nanoribbons from graphene sheets with
ridges has been proposed by Zhou et al. [14] However, even with this method, a plasma
etching processes is required, which oxidizes the residual material, leading to oxidized
GONRs. Furthermore, this technique requires coating the graphene sheets with relatively
expensive silver nanoparticles, which poses stringent limits to the cost-effectiveness of the
fabrication process over large areas. Another possible avenue for producing GNRs is by
selectively etching graphene flakes [15-19]. There are numerous reports that ferromagnetic
metal nanoparticles (e.g. Fe, Ni, Co) may etch graphene in the presence of hydrogen by
means of oxidative processes [15-17,19]. However, in such works, nanoribbons are not
necessarily produced and, in the few cases in which they are obtained [18], the as-formed
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material is oxidized and quite similar to GONRs due to the oxidation process undergone
by the graphene layer, which is disadvantageous in terms of the electrical conductivity of
the as-produced ribbons. The most facile and economical way of directly fabricating
graphene nanoribbons of high quality from graphene or graphite is still a matter of debate.
Here we present a new alternative and cost-effective pathway for selectively etching
graphene flakes and produce high-quality GNRs. Our method exploits the presence of
ridges and wrinkles on few- and multi-layer graphene flakes. We find that ridges and
wrinkles are very resistant to etching and oxidation, significantly more than the
surrounding flat graphene regions. Removal of the graphene regions surrounding the ridges
and wrinkles is carried out by us via deposition and etching of copper nanoparticles (Cunp's). Cu-np's are found not to grow on graphene edges and wrinkles and are easily
removed from the surrounding flat regions by nitric acid, a mild oxidizer, in a process that
also removes the underlying graphene material. In this way the ridges and wrinkles are left
behind, relatively non-oxidized, as highly conducting graphene nanoribbons. Our method
is scalable over large areas and is general enough not to require single-layer graphene. It
can be used on few- and multi-layer graphene flakes, which are normally forming large
proportions of graphene-based thin films.

2.2 Experimental Methods
The process we developed for obtaining large quantities of highly conducting GNRs of
good quality is summarized in Fig. 2-1. GNRs are synthesized by us via etching of largearea graphene thin films fabricated by vacuum filtration of suspensions of graphene flakes
in water, which were obtained from exfoliation of graphite in the presence of a surfactant
[20,21] (Fig. 2-1, steps a to e). Graphene flakes forming these films can be single- fewand multi-layer and always possess a significant amount of ridges and wrinkles that
spontaneously form during the film's fabrication process [29, 30]. Subsequently, films were
coated with copper by radio-frequency sputtering using a method developed in Ref. [22]
(Fig. 2-1, step f). Contrarily to silver/iron oxide nanoparticles previously reported to adhere
to edges and folds of graphene [31], copper sputtering is found to preferentially adhere on
flat graphene regions, and can be annealed to nucleate Cu-np's [22] (Fig. 2-1, step g).
Afterwards, the nanoparticles were etched in nitric acid without the presence of any
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specific oxidizing agents, in order to prevent their transformation into GONR (Fig. 2-1,
step h). Etching away the copper nanoparticles also removed the underlying graphene
flakes on which they are deposited, leaving behind the graphene ridges as individual GNRs.

Figure 2-1 Process for the fabrication of graphene nanoribbons from etching Cu
nanoparticle-decorated graphene in nitric acid: starting materials are graphite and
RNA (step a) which are dispersed in water by means of ultrasonication and
centrifugation (step b). The supernatant is subsequently vacuum-filtrated on
sacrificial membranes (step c) and resulting graphene flakes on filter membrane (step
d) are transferred to the requisite substrate that is pre-annealed at 400 °C (step e).
Afterwards a copper layer is deposited on the graphene film (step f), which nucleates
into Cu-np's after a second annealing step (step g). Etching the Cu-np's in HNO3
results in the removal of the underlying graphene layers, except for the ridges that
remain in the form of GNRs (step h).

2.2.1

Graphene preparation

The details of the fabrication of graphene-based thin films are as follows [21]:
nanocrystalline graphite (Sigma-Aldrich, CAS 7782- 42-5) was exfoliated in water by
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using RNA as a non-ionic surfactant which leads to the stabilization of single- few- and
multi-layer graphene flakes [21]. 60 mg of RNA VI from Torula utilis yeast (SigmaAldrich, CAS 63231-63-0) were dissolved in 100 ml of distilled water and 6 mg of graphite
were mixed with this RNA solution. The resulting RNA-based suspension of graphite was
ultrasonicated for 4 h at room temperature (Branson DHA-1000 sonicator) for RNA to
intercalate the grains of graphite and exfoliate them into thin sheets of graphene. Having
the graphene containing suspension left to sediment after sonication for 24 h at 2 °C in a
beaker, the top three quarter of the beaker content was centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 1 h,
which enriches the supernatant in thin graphene layers while separating it from thicker
graphitic debris and particulate [21]. The centrifuged graphene suspension was filtrated
through 0.2-mm pore diameter nitrocellulose filter membranes (Millipore, HTTP02500)
on which the graphene flakes are deposited. 20 mL of graphene suspension were filtrated
in this way for depositing the films that were used to prepare graphene nanoribbons as
described in this work. The filter membranes loaded with graphene flakes were transferred
onto silicon and quartz substrates and the filter membrane was left in contact with the
substrate and dried at 60 °C for 8 h. After drying, the nitrocellulose filter membranes were
etched with multiple acetone and methanol baths leaving behind a thin graphene-based film
on the desired substrate.

2.2.2

Graphene nanoribbon fabrication

The details of the fabrication process of Cu-np's on graphene based thin films are as follows
[22]: the graphene-based thin films were pre-annealed at 400 °C for 2 h in nitrogen, which
removes RNA from the surface and, possibly, forms some defects that are beneficial for
nanoparticles to adhere and nucleate [23,24]. A 3-nm thick layer of copper was deposited
on graphene thin films by 13.56 MHz radio-frequency sputtering. A SpinTron 2 magnetron
sputtering source equipped with a 2’ Cu target (Alfa Aesar, 99.99% purity) was placed in
a high-vacuum chamber (2×107 mTorr base pressure). Argon was used as a sputtering gas
at a 30 sccm flow rate, determined by an Omega FMA 5400 flow meter. The sputter source
was operated at 90 W for 3 min and controlled using a RF-3 generator and PT-II-CE
matching network (RF VII Inc.) and the temperature of the substrate was kept below 55 °C
during the deposition of copper. In order to nucleate Cu-np's from the sputtered copper
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layer, the graphene thin films with the Cu layer on them were annealed at 400 °C for 2 h
under nitrogen atmosphere in a contiguous glove box (Nexus II, Vacuum Atmospheres
Inc.) which is accessible from the sputtering chamber without any direct exposure of the
films to air. The resulting Cu-np's were etched in concentrated nitric acid (70% in HNO3,
Aldrich, CAS No. 7697-37-2) immediately after being extracted from the glovebox and
were rinsed by multiple baths of distilled water. This step leads to the formation of
graphene nanoribbon thin films, as depicted in Fig. 2-1, step h.

2.2.3

Characterization

Our GNR thin films were characterized using a Zeiss LEO 1540XB scanning electron
microscope (SEM) operated at 2 kV and equipped with an Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX)
detector for compositional analysis. All of the samples were also characterized by tapping
mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) using a Witec Alfa 300S microscope equipped with
325-kHz cantilevers (Nano Sensors Inc.). Conducting AFM (C-AFM) measurements were
also performed in contact mode on selected samples to ascertain the electrical conductivity
of individual GNRs obtained with our method. For this nano-electrical characterization,
200-nm thick micrometric aluminium stripes were thermally evaporated on the samples
using a micro-patterned shadow mask (E323, Ossila Inc.). The thickness of these Al
electrodes was directly measured in the evaporation chamber using a Sycom STM-2
thickness monitor. C-AFM measurements were subsequently carried out on GNR that were
intersected by a single Al microstripe that was grounded, while bias voltages up to 12 V
were applied between the sample and the conducting AFM tips used for these studies
(Arrow EFM-10, NanoWorld Inc.) by using a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter. The surface
currents generated within the GNRs were mapped simultaneously with the morphology of
the sample by using the aforementioned Witec Alfa 300S AFM microscope that was
coupled with a nanocurrent amplifier and nano-ammeter (DLPCA-200, Electro-Optical
Components Inc.). The nanocurrent amplifier was interfaced with the AFM controller by
means of a LUCI 10 control system.
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2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1

Morphology

SEM images demonstrating the most relevant steps of our GNR fabrication process are
reported in Fig. 2-2. A graphene thin film coated with copper nanoparticles is shown in

Figure 2-2 SEM images of a) graphene thin films decorated with Cu-np's, on which
two types of corrugations, ridges and wrinkles, are present; b) GNR produced by Cunp etching process, and c) EDX spectrum of the same GNR, which reveals an oxygento carbon peak intensity ratio that is significantly lower than in the graphene oxide
nanoribbons produced by the most commonly used, highly oxidative method reported
by Akbari-Sharbaf et al. [25], as witnessed by a similar intensity of the silicon
substrate peak.
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panel (a), exhibiting two distinct types of ridges. In the same figure, panel (b) shows a
typical morphology of the GNRs obtained after etching the copper nanoparticles in HNO3,
as well as most of the underlying graphene layers. Panel (c) reports the EDX spectrum of
the GNR shown in panel (b) and compares it with the corresponding EDX spectrum of
GONR nanoribbons obtained from the most common oxidative method [25]. It can be
observed that our GNR are more oxygen-free than GONR reported in ref. 25, which is an
important advantage.

Figure 2-3 AFM topography of a) wrinkles and b) ridges on graphene flakes. The
different nature of the two types of corrugations is apparent in the AFM images as
well as in the cross sections in panels c and d. c) Profile of a wrinkle, and d) profile of
a wide and planar ridge. Scale bars in the AFM images are 600-nm long.
Another significant advantage of our method is the possibility of synthesizing GNRs with
different morphologies. Specifically, in the graphene-based thin films that we used as a
starting material for the fabrication of our GNRs, we observed two distinct types of
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corrugations: ridges and wrinkles, which are shown in Fig. 2-3(a) and (b), respectively.
They differ by their widths and conformation, as we further ascertained by tapping-mode
AFM. AFM cross sections demonstrating the differences between ridges and wrinkles of
graphene flakes are shown in Fig. 2-3(c) and (d), respectively. Narrow and vertical
wrinkles can be seen in panel c and wide and planar ridges are evident in panel d. Wrinkles
result from a single folding of a few-layer graphene sheet and are generally less than 50
nm in width, while ridges result from multiple folding of a few-layer graphene sheet and,
typically, are more than 100-nm wide.

Figure 2-4 AFM topography of a) straight graphene nanoribbons produced by
wrinkles of different heights and b) entangled large and thick GNRs produced by
wide and planar ridges. The different nature of the ribbons is apparent in the cross
sections reported in panels c and d. Profile of c) straight GNRs from wrinkles and d)
thick and entangled GNRs from ridges. Scale bars in the AFM images are 600-nm
long.
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AFM images and cross sections of GNRs produced from etching the flat areas of graphene
by means of Cu-np removal around wrinkles and ridges are shown in Fig. 2-4(a) and (b),
respectively. Specifically, Fig. 2-4(a) and (b) demonstrate that the nanoribbons resulting
from the wrinkles of our graphene flakes may be remarkably long and straight. It shows a
few-layer GNR that is approximately 5-nm thick and a significantly thinner single-layer
GNR intersecting the thicker one. The profiles of two GNRs produced from etching
graphene around wrinkles are indicated by arrows in Fig. 2-4(c). Conversely, Fig. 2-4(d)
shows entangled GNRs produced from etching graphene around wrinkles, which possess
significantly lower aspect ratios. These ribbons are formed by etching a crumpled graphene
flake with multiple and intersecting wide-planar ridges. Consequently, width and thickness
of the ridges are anticipated to have important consequences on the type and nature of
GNRs being formed.

2.3.2

Fabrication mechanism

A possible mechanism by which GNRs form when Cu-np's are etched by nitric acid is
presented in Fig. 2-5(a) and (b), for narrow-vertical and wide-planar GNRs formed by
wrinkles and ridges, respectively. Since copper nanoparticles adhere relatively well to
graphene, also the few underlying graphene layers may be removed with copper in a
relatively small area in the proximity of the nanoparticle. Since Cu-np's are relatively
concentrated on the flat regions of our graphene flakes, with interparticle distances
comparable to their diameters, the parts of the graphene surface being removed forms a
percolating pathway and all of the planar regions of the flakes are consequently dissolved,
with the exception of the narrow and vertical wrinkles on which Cu-np's cannot form,
because no copper is initially deposited on them by sputtering. This model is able to explain
the formation of long and narrow GNRs from wrinkles. Although it is not impossible that
some Cu-np's can form on top of narrow vertical ridges, their contact area with the carbon
surface is more limited due to its non-flat configuration. Therefore, even though Cu-np
form in these positions it is unlikely their etching will unzip the underlying graphene lattice.
However, occasional adhesion of a Cu-np on top of a narrow vertical wrinkle may lead to
its local etching, cutting it in two.
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Our model for the formation of wide-planar GNRs from ridges involving multiple folding
of a graphene flake is shown in Fig. 2-5(b) and is relatively similar to what previously
described for GNR formation from wrinkles. Since ridges are planar and flat at their top,
some copper may be sputtered on them as well as on the surrounding region and Cu-np

Figure 2-5 a) Formation mechanism of a narrow-vertical graphene nanoribbon
obtained from etching a graphene flake decorated with Cu-np's in the proximity of a
wrinkle, and b) formation mechanism of a wide-planar graphene nanoribbon
obtained from etching a graphene flake decorated with Cu-np's in the proximity of a
ridge.
may form on both, as shown in Fig. 2-5(b). However, since ridges are normally much
thicker than the surrounding graphene region, only the few top layers are etched away with
the Cu-np's, which result in the formation of a wide-planar GNR that is thinner than the
ridge that formed it, as demonstrated in Fig. 2-5(b).
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2.3.3

Electrical properties

Although Cu-np-induced etching of graphene is likely an oxidative process, not completely
dissimilar from carbon etching by ferromagnetic metallic nanoparticles shown in refs.[1518], its effect is milder, because bonding between carbon and copper is weaker than
bonding with Ni or Co [26]. Therefore, our method is different in that, in our case, little
oxidation occurs in the surviving areas that form the GNRs, while the flat and oxidized
graphene region around edges and wrinkles is completely removed. Consequently, it may
be expected that minimal damage to our GNRs occurs during the etching process and their
electrical conductivity is preserved. In order to demonstrate the excellent electrical
properties of our GNRs, C-AFM measurements were performed on individual ribbons. Fig.
2-6(a) shows a SEM micrograph of a wide planner GNR intersecting a grounded and
thermally evaporated aluminium electrode, with the corresponding AFM topography
image shown in Fig. 2-6(b). Fig. 2-6(c) shows the corresponding C-AFM image, in which
brighter regions indicate a higher current drawn from the sample by the conducting AFM
tip. From this image it is immediate that the GNR is brighter, and thus possesses a higher
conductance, than the aluminium electrode, although the latter is significantly higher and
wider. Consequently, the conductivity of the GNR can be estimated to be significantly
higher than 3.7×107 S/m, the conductivity of aluminium.

Figure 2-6 a) SEM image of a wide-planar GNR in contact with an Al electrode at one
end. b) AFM topography and c) current measurement of the same GNR by C-AFM.
The higher current drawn from the GNR in comparison to the Al electrode shows
that the GNR is more highly conducting.
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This figure compares very favourably with the conductivity of GONRs [7], which may be
up to two orders of magnitude lower and points at the potential of our synthesis method
that has led to cost-effective fabrication of highly electrically-conducting GNRs which may
find important applications in electronics, thermal management and for electrically
connecting nanoelectronic devices. Certainly, the fact that the parts of graphene flakes that
will become GNRs are exposed to nitric acid during the Cu-np etching process, certainly
makes them more conducting. This is consistent with what was previously found for
graphene films [21] and carbon nanotube networks [27]. One way to estimate the doping
effect of functional groups associated to nitric acid treatment is thermal annealing above
400 °C, which, consistently with previous observations in carbon nanotube networks [27],
tends to decrease the conductivity of our GNR approximately by a factor of three. Even
disregarding functionalization effects associated to nitric acid treatment, our GNR still
appear to have significantly better transport properties than GONR. This can be ascribed
to a significantly lower defectiveness, as a consequence of the lack of oxidation, which
suggests a significantly higher carrier mobility.
Concerning the advantages associated with the utilization of our method for fabricating
GNRs suitable for applications in nanoelectronics devices, it is important to observe that it
will be very important to demonstrate the possibility to control the width of the produced
ribbons. A possible way to do so will be by intentionally and reproducibly producing
winkles on graphene domains through wrinkles of the underlying substrate. This substrate
can be reused multiple times as a “stamp” for the fabrication of a large number of
nanoribbon samples that are subsequently removed, for instance by transfer printing. The
same substrate is subsequently coated again by other graphene domains and our process
may become a serial GNR fabrication method. For instance, a substrate with wrinkles of
controlled width and orientation, can be prepared by e-beam nanofabrication, or by the
same holographic techniques normally used in producing blazed diffraction gratings for
optical monochromators [28]. In this way, although the substrate may be expensive, the
possibility to reuse it a large number of times makes the GNR produced in this way
affordable and of low cost. Demonstration of this process will be the subject of future work.
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2.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, we developed a new method for obtaining highly electrically conducting
GNRs. Ribbons were obtained from etching Cu-np's on graphene layers with wrinkles or
ridges. We were able to synthesize two types of GNRs, narrow and vertical or wide and
planar, depending on the type of corrugations, wrinkles or ridges. Wrinkles on graphene
flakes result in relatively thin and straight GNRs while wide and planar ridges result in
thicker GNRs with relatively lower aspect ratios, which tend to entangle if graphene
domains were particularly corrugated and crumpled. Since the morphology of GNRs is the
consequence of different types of ridges, engineering ridge formation will be essential to
selectively produce either type of nanoribbons discovered in our etching process. Our
fabrication method is uniquely suited for a number of specific applications, for instance in
nanoelectronics. In fact, conventional methods based on hydrogenation tend to unzip the
graphene lattice along crystallographic lines minimizing edge formation energy,
specifically the armchair direction. Consequently, armchair GNRs are preferentially
formed with these unzipping methods. Conversely, we did not observe any preferential
GNR conformation with our method, because wrinkles and ridges may form for reasons
that depend on line defects on the substrate and are completely independent of the
orientation of the graphene domain being etched. From our EDX measurements, it is
apparent that our method is able to produce GNRs that are significantly less oxidized
comparing to GONRs commonly produced with the existing chemical exfoliation methods.
Furthermore, the etching procedure used to obtain our ribbons is found to not significantly
limit their electrical conductivity.
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Chapter 3

3

Porous graphene-based membranes for water
purification from metal ions at low differential pressures

A new generation of membranes for water purification based on weakly oxidized and
nanoporous few-layer-graphene is here introduced. These membranes dramatically
decrease the high energy requirements of water purification by reverse osmosis. They
combine the advantages of porous and non-oxidized single-layer graphene, offering
energy-efficient water filtration at relatively low differential pressures, and highly oxidized
graphene oxide, exhibiting high performance in terms of impurity adsorption. In the
reported fabrication process, leaks between juxtaposed few-layer graphene flakes are
sealed by thermally annealed colloidal silica, in a treatment that precedes the opening of
(sub)nanometre-size pores in graphene. This process, explored for the first time in this
work, results in nanoporous graphene flakes that are water-tight at the edges without
occluding the (sub)nanopores. With this method, removal of impurities from water occurs
through a combination of size-based pore rejection and pore-edge adsorption. Thinness of
graphene flakes allows these membranes to achieve water purification from metal ions in
concentrations of few parts-per-million at differential pressures as low as 30 kPa,
outperforming existing graphene or graphene oxide purification systems with comparable
flow rates.

3.1 Introduction
In recent years, the global demand for clean water has been continuing to increase due to
rapid growth of the world’s population and industry.[1,2] Reverse osmosis (RO) has
become a vital research area in water purification, with the potential to decisively decrease
the energy footprints associated with other purification methods, including chemical
precipitation, flocculation, ion exchange, and electro-membrane systems.[1,2] The
energetic cost of purifying water by RO is determined by the differential pressure (typically
∼100 kPa)[3] required at the two faces of a porous membrane traversed by water.
Membranes operating at lower differential pressures are in tremendous demand to limit the
energetic cost of RO. Since water flux across a membrane scales inversely with the
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membrane thickness, thinner membranes are vital to decrease the operating pressure of RO
processes at a given water flow, and graphene-based materials have been identified as the
ideal alternatives to existing RO membrane materials due to their thinness. [4,5]
Among graphene-based materials, graphene oxide (GO) has been widely explored for RO
filtration. In principle, GO is capable of filtrating both metal and organic contaminants by
size-based rejection. [6,7] However, graphene oxide-based filtration relies on water passing
through the interlayer spacing between GO layers.[8] This poses very stringent limitations
on GO filtration devices: (i) typically, filtration occurs through the spacing between two
oxidized graphene layers, which is tuneable only over a very limited range; (ii) there are
little benefits in terms of increased flow rate due to graphene thinness, because flakes are
not used along their thinnest dimension, but as sorbents along their lateral dimensions; and
(iii) GO domains ideally need to be placed vertically to minimize pathway through the
pores and ensure a good flow rate at acceptable differential pressures, which may lead to
water leaks between neighbouring domains and thus limit the effectiveness of filtration.
[7–9] To summarize, purification utilizing GO interlayers has inherent limitations, in spite
of incremental research focused on improving the flow rate and decreasing the filtration
pressure.
Non-oxidized, single-layers of graphene have also been proposed as potential alternatives
to GO. [10,11] Water filters can be made by perforating single-layer graphene with subnanometre pores to produce atomically thin sieves. However, preparing continuous singlelayers of non-oxidized and porous graphene is high in cost and complexity, and offers
limited promise in terms of scalability. It requires large-area single-layer graphene,
normally prepared by energy-expensive chemical vapor deposition, combined with
advanced procedures to create pores, such as ion or electron beam irradiation in ultrahigh
vacuum. [12,13] In order to solve these issues, chemical etching of non-oxidized graphene
has been explored, [14,15] but pores fabricated so far by these methods suffer from
significant limitations, including prohibitively long etching times (1 week or more) or pores
too large (>200 nm) to be used for water filtration of metal ion contaminants. A significant
breakthrough in terms of design of water purification devices and efficient pore fabrication
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in graphene-based membranes is needed to exploit their unique thinness for water
purification.
Here, we introduce a new design for graphene-based water purification membranes that
combine the advantages of porous, single-layer graphene filters – energy-efficient filtration
at relatively low differential pressures, with the benefits of graphene oxide membraneshigh performance in terms of adsorption and filtration of impurities. Our purification
system is based on weakly oxidized, few-layer graphene flakes that can be produced in
large amounts from graphite using surfactant assisted exfoliation. Our purification devices
are fabricated using a three-step method: (i) non-porous graphene flakes are deposited on
top of a highly porous substrate with micron-size holes; (ii) spacing between the flakes and
the remaining open holes on the substrate are completely occluded by sintered colloidal
silica to prevent water bypassing the graphene flakes; and (iii) (sub)nanopores are drilled
through weakly oxidized graphene flakes, restoring high water permeability at low
differential pressures, compared to nearly zero flow rate during step ii. Fully penetrating
pores generated by our etching process are decisively advantageous over interlayer spacing
in GO membranes for increasing the water flow rate. [9, 16] This design avoids the
requirements of high differential pressure typical of GO membranes due to their long water
flow path length. [3]
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) is also introduced as a highly selective analytical
technique to probe low metal ion concentrations in water, before and after purification
through graphene-based membranes. EPR is capable of detecting paramagnetic centres in
very low amounts, on the order of parts-per-billion. As a trace detection technique, EPR
has significant advantages in terms of selectivity and sensitivity over common detection
methods, including ion conductivity measurements. [4] The EPR spectrum of each metal
ion has specific fingerprints, and each paramagnetic impurity can be independently
monitored. Using EPR, we are able to show that our graphene-based membranes retain
metal ions through two cooperating mechanisms: size-based rejection and sorption on the
graphene surfaces or at the pore edges.
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3.2
3.2.1

Experimental Methods
Graphene preparation

Weakly oxidized FLG flakes were prepared from nano-crystalline graphite (Sigma
Aldrich, CAS 7782-42-5) using two treatment steps that were previously described by
Sharifi et al. [18] The first treatment was conducted with nitric and sulfuric acid (HNO3 :
H2SO4 1 : 3 volume ratio) to promote dilation of graphite into multilayer flakes. An acid
mixture with 200 mg L−1 of nano-crystalline graphite was treated for 24 hours using
ultrasonication (Branson, DHA-1000 ultrasonicator). After sonication, the slurry was
diluted to 10 times the original volume with distilled water, and filtrated onto a track-etched
polycarbonate membrane (Millipore, HTTP0903, pore diameter 0.4 μm). The membrane
was then allowed to dry for 24 hours at room temperature and used in the oxidizing
treatment that follows. The second treatment utilized piranha solution (H2O2 : H2SO4 1 : 4
volume ratio) to functionalize the graphite into hydrophilic flakes that can be dispersed in
water. Piranha solution with 30.4 mg L−1 of graphite from the previous exfoliation step
were mixed for 30 min. The resulting graphite-Piranha solution was diluted 10 times by
volume with distilled water and vacuum filtrated onto the same type of polycarbonate
membranes as in the previous step, and again dried for 24 hours.
In order to prepare suspensions of weakly oxidized few layer graphene in water, 60 mg L−1
of weakly oxidized graphite flakes prepared as above, were dispersed into a 600 mg L−1
water solution of RNA VI (Sigma Aldrich, CAS 63231-63-0) from torula utilis yeast. This
RNA-based, surfactant-assisted exfoliation method of graphite has been extensively
discussed in ref. 18. The suspension is ultra-sonicated for 4 hours at room temperature with
RNA acting as a surfactant. The resulting suspension was stored at 2 °C for 24 hours in a
beaker to allow a sediment to precipitate, which consists of non-exfoliated graphite. The
top three quarters of the beaker was centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 1 hour (Fisher Scientific,
Accuspin™ 400 centrifuge) and the supernatant was used for membrane preparation.
To prepare the water purification devices, 40 mL of supernatant was deposited by vacuum
filtration onto porous (5 μm average pore size) 25 mm Teflon™ support discs
(Chromatographic Specialties Inc., 006FR2505). Membranes were then annealed at 250
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°C for 10 min in air to dry and for 2 hours in nitrogen atmosphere, a treatment that in
conjunction with the following strong acid process used to open the pores, is known to
almost completely eliminate RNA from our FLG graphene thin films. [18] Variable
amounts of colloidal silica (Syton® HT-50, CAS 7631-86-9) were then filtrated through
on Teflon™ substrates. Amounts of silica colloid ranging from 1.8 L m−2 and 5.4 L m−2
with 0.6 L m−2 steps were used to obtain a set of filtration membranes with different
properties. The colloidal silica treatment was followed by a second annealing step in a
glove box (Nexus II, Vacuum Atmosphere Inc.) at 250 °C for 2 hours under a nitrogen
atmosphere with less than 10 ppm of oxygen and moisture.

3.2.2

Pore fabrication on graphene

Thermal evaporation of copper was performed on our membranes in an ultra-high vacuum
chamber (base pressure 10−6 Pa) using Cu pellets (99.99% purity, K.J. Lesker Inc.). The
vacuum chamber is connected to the glove box to prevent oxidation during sample loading.
Pellets were positioned in alumina crucibles (K.J. Lesker cat. no. EVA9AO) that were
supported by tungsten basket heaters (K.J. Lesker Inc., cat. no. EVB8B3030W). Heat was
delivered to this assembly at 7.5 V and 65 A by means of a Hewlett Packard 6466C DC
power supply and the thickness of the growing film was measured using a calibrated quartz
crystal oscillator connected to a Sycom STM-2 thickness monitor. A nominal thickness of
1.0 ± 0.3 nm Cu was deposited at a chamber pressure of 2.5 × 10−6 mbar at a rate of 0.5 Å
s−1, with the sample stage temperature maintained below ∼60 °C. Immediately following
copper deposition, metal-assisted etching was performed in a 70% nitric acid bath (70%,
Caledon, CAS 7697-37-2) for 10 min, followed by cleaning in a distilled water bath 3
consecutive times for 10 min each time. SEM imaging was performed during all of the
fabrication steps as discussed below.

3.2.3

Characterization

SEM and EDX measurements were performed using a Zeiss LEO 1540XB system. The
surface conductivity of all samples was increased by depositing ∼1 nm of osmium prior to
SEM and EDX measurements using a Filgen OPC80T Os plasma coater. After Os coating,
graphene-based membranes were mounted onto flat sample holders using double sided
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carbon tape. Silver paint (Pelco® Colloidal Silver Liquid) was applied on the edge of the
sample to the sample holder to improve conductivity. Mounted samples were transferred
to the vacuum chamber attached to the instrument and pumped down to a pressure lower
than 1.0 × 10−6 Torr. SEM morphology images were obtained by detecting secondary
electrons at 1 kV with a magnification of 5 k and 10 k. EDX was collected at 10 kV with
a magnification of 1 k and 5 k.

3.2.4

Filtration test

The flow rate through our graphene-based membranes was characterized using a 25 mm
vacuum filtration apparatus (Wheaton, cat. no. 419327). The apparatus consisted of a 15
mL funnel pressed to a 25 mm glass support base and held together with an anodized
aluminium clamp, with the membrane mounted between the funnel and support base. The
glass support base was fed through a no. 5 silicone stopper that was placed in the top
opening of a 250 mL flask with a #2 side hose connection that was connected to a variable
pressure vacuum source. The graphene-based membranes were mounted between the
funnel and glass support base in a unique Teflon™ holder that was machined in house to
fit both the glass support base and the 25 mm Teflon™ substrates tightly. Additionally, a
Teflon™ gasket (Chromatographic Specialties Inc., N419338) was added between the
Teflon™ holder and Teflon™ substrate on the bottom of the graphene-based membrane to
prevent water from leaking around the membrane instead of passing through it. With a
membrane mounted in the filtration apparatus, flow rate tests were conducted by drawing
25 mL of distilled water through the membranes at a differential pressure in the 10–90 kPa
range. The pressure was measured using an inline vacuum gauge (Innova Equus 3620).
EPR measurements were performed using a Jeol FA-200 EPR spectrometer operating in
the X-band at 9.1 MHz at room temperature. 10 mg L−1 solutions of MnCl2 (Sigma Aldrich,
99%, CAS 7773-01-5) and FeCl3 (Sigma Aldrich, 97%, CAS 7705-08-0) were prepared by
dissolving powder samples in distilled water and mixing for 20 minutes by ultra-sonication.
Metal ion solutions were measured in liquid form by inserting a fixed amount into a glass
capillary tube with 1.0 mm inner diameter (4 μL for MnCl2 and 15 μL for FeCl3) using a
micro pipette. The filled capillary was then placed in a quartz glass EPR tube of 5 mm
inner diameter (Wilmad LabGlass, 710-SQ-250M) and inserted in the microwave cavity.
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EPR measurements were performed by first tuning the microwave cavity using a sample
of unfiltered metal ion solution as a reference, and keeping the tuning parameters fixed for
all further measurements of filtered metal ion solutions. The parameters used for EPR
measurements of Mn2+ were: 8 min sweep time scanning from 275 to 375 mT, receiver
gain of 200, 100 kHz modulation frequency, 1.0 mT modulation width, 1.0 s time constant,
2 mW microwave power, and microwave phase and coupling set to 339 and 441,
respectively. For Fe3+ the sweep time was 8 min scanning from 285 to 365 mT with a
receiver gain of 10 000, a modulation frequency of 100 kHz with a modulation width of
1.4 mT, 3.0 s time constant, 5 mW microwave power, and microwave phase and coupling
set to 709 and 441, respectively. The concentration of metal ions was determined by
integrating the EPR signal over the external magnetic field and calculating the integral
area. The error in EPR measurements was quantitatively determined as the difference
between the integrated signal areas of subsequent, identical measurements of the same
sample.

3.3
3.3.1

Results and Discussion
Membrane Fabrication

The entire fabrication process of our water purification devices is depicted in Fig. 3-1.
Purification membranes conceived in our study incorporate weakly-oxidized flakes of fewlayer graphene (FLG), as opposed of highly oxidized GO flakes, [17] with the flakes made
nanoporous in post-deposition treatments. FLG flakes were prepared using surfactantassisted exfoliation of graphite in water, a method originally developed by Sharifi et al.
[18] This method utilizes specific types of ribonucleic acid (RNA) as efficient surfactants
for graphite exfoliation, as shown in Fig. 3-1a. RNA of this type can be cultured in large
amounts at low costs, comparable to the costs of graphite starting material. Thus, the cost
of RNA has very limited impact on the overall fabrication costs, and the method is scalable
for producing large amounts of water-based, few-layer graphene suspensions. [18]
Substrates for our graphene thin film deposition are microporous Teflon™ disks through
which aqueous suspensions of FLG are vacuum-filtrated as shown in Fig. 3-1a, to produce
the structure shown in Fig. 3-1b. Micropores in our Teflon™ disks have diameters (∼5
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μm) that are smaller than the size of FLG flakes (∼10–30 μm). Thus, filtration of suitable
amounts of suspension resulted in an almost complete coverage of the substrate
micropores, which was signalled by a strong (>90%) decrease of filtration rate. About 24
L m−2 of FLG suspension was necessary for high substrate coverage by graphene flakes.

Figure 3-1 Fabrication schematic of pore formation. (a) Graphene/RNA solution is
vacuum filtrated onto micro-porous Teflon™ supports, resulting in the structure
shown in (b). (c) Silica colloid is deposited to fill the Teflon™ pores and spaces
between graphene flakes. (d) Copper deposition forms a sub monolayer of Cu on the
silica/FLG surface. (e) Cu-assisted etching creates pores in the graphene between
silica islands that penetrate the full flake thickness.
However, even at such high coverage, water might leak through the membrane via the
spacing between partially overlapped graphene flakes juxtaposed to the substrate
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micropores. Such leaks need to be completely eliminated to make graphene thin films
water-tight such that water passes through nanopores to be drilled in graphene flakes during
subsequent fabrication steps, and not through the larger inter-flake spacing between
partially overlapping graphene domains.
Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of Teflon™ substrates before and after coverage
with not-yet nanoporous FLG flakes are shown in Fig. 3-2 panels a and b, respectively.
Comparison between the two panels shows that substrate coverage by graphene is almost
complete, with partially overlapped FLG flakes that are larger than the Teflon™
micropores, but with some spaces still remaining between the flakes as shown
schematically in Fig. 3-1b. In order to make our graphene layer water-tight, colloidal silica
was vacuum-filtrated through the membrane to fill any spaces between FLG flakes and
occupy any micropores that remained open in the Teflon™ support after graphene
deposition. Samples were subsequently annealed at 250 °C to promote sintering of silica
colloid, resulting in the morphology seen in Fig. 3-2c.
Comparison of panels b and c of Fig. 3-2 demonstrates that not only has silica cemented
the interstitial spacing between partially overlapping graphene flakes, but also led to partial
coverage of graphene by SiO2 nanoparticles (np-SiO2) that have thermally nucleated during
annealing. As detailed in the inset of Fig. 3-2c, a uniform distribution of np-SiO2 of less
than 50 nm in diameter is formed on top of our graphene flakes due to their hydrophobicity.
[19] Inter-particle spacing is often less than 10 nm, which indicates extensive graphene
coverage by np-SiO2. As indicated in Fig. 3-1c and d, application of colloidal silica on top
of our graphene thin films plays three critical roles in the fabrication of our devices: (i)
sintered silica occludes the residual micropores that remained open on the Teflon™
substrate after graphene deposition; (ii) silica seals the interflake spacing between partially
overlapping graphene domains. When combined, these two functions prevent any leaks
around the edge of graphene flakes which are, in fact, water-tight. (iii) In addition, silica
nanoparticles nucleated on graphene form a mask that can be used for selectively etching
graphene, with the formation of nanopores only on flake regions that are not coated by
silica.
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Figure 3-2 (a) SEM micrograph of bare microporous Teflon™ substrate and (b) the
same substrate coated with graphene flakes obtained from vacuum filtration of 24 L
m−2 FLG suspension. (c) The same substrate as in panels a and b, sealed with 3 L m−2
of colloidal silica and annealed at 250 °C. Inset shows a higher resolution image of
thermally nucleated np-SiO2. (d) The same substrate shown in panels a–c are coated
with a nominally 1 nm thick Cu layer and ready for Cu-assisted etching. Cu deposits
both on top np-SiO2 and in the inter-particle spacing in direct contact with graphene
flakes.
In order to make our graphene flakes nanoporous and to restore high water permeability
through our membranes, we used metal-assisted etching by nitric acid, a technique that was
originally proposed by Ramasse et al. for graphene oxide and was here adapted for weakly
oxidized graphene. [20] Metal assisted etching is based on metal nanoparticles (e.g. copper)
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that oxidize in the proximity of graphene oxide due to the Brønsted-type properties of
HNO3. [3]
It has been proposed that metal oxidation in the presence of GO promotes a certain degree
of additional oxidation of carbon, breaking some C=C bonds in oxidized graphene with the
formation of more C=O and C–OH groups. [15, 20] Pores locally form in correspondence
to such terminations, where C=C bonds are broken. In our specific case, in which the
preceding oxidation of the carbon backbone is localized and weak, pores are anticipated to
have very small (at the nanometre or even sub-nanometre scale) diameter. Therefore, they
may be suitable to filtrate metal ion impurities in water via size-based rejection.
Fig. 3-2d shows the SEM image of one of our membranes after thermal evaporation of
nominally 1 nm thick copper layer on top. From this image, it can be observed that Cu
deposits both on top of np-SiO2 and silica-free inter-particle regions in which metal atoms
are in direct contact with graphene. This conformation of Cu deposition is demonstrated in
Fig. 3-1d, in which Cu is in direct contact with FLG flakes, it assists HNO3 in etching
locally oxidized areas on the graphene backbone, resulting in the formation of small pores
over short periods of time. As can be observed in Fig. 3-3, these pores are too small to be
resolved with SEM, indicating their size should be in nanometre range or below. Nanopore
size in our metal assisted etching process is determined by size of the pristine oxidized
centers in our FLG flakes, which is less than the inter-particle distances between np-SiO2,
not by the size of Cu patterns in contact with graphene. The presence of (sub)nanometre
pores in our FLG flakes, and the specific conditions in which they form, could be inferred
using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). EDX images are shown in Fig. 3-3 in
conjunction with SEM scans of two distinct membranes. These membranes were treated
with small (panel a and b) and large (panel c and d) amounts of silica colloid, followed by
annealing and etching in HNO3 under identical conditions. When a relatively small amount
of silica colloid was used as in Fig. 3-3a, the graphene flake surface was only partially
covered with np-SiO2. Under these treatment conditions, a strong increase in the fluorine
EDX signal originating from the underlying Teflon™ substrate could be observed (Fig. 33b) after Cu-assisted membrane etching in HNO3. The subsequent increase in fluorine-tocarbon ratio is clear evidence of decreased areal C atom concentration in graphene flakes
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Figure 3-3 (a) SEM and EDX images before Cu-assisted HNO3 etching of a complete
membrane, treated with a low (1.8 L m−2) amount of colloidal silica and (b) the same
membrane after Cu-assisted HNO3 etching.
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(c) SEM and EDX images of a complete membrane treated with a high (4.8 L m−2)
amount of colloidal silica before Cu-assisted etching, and (d) the same membrane
after pore etching has been performed. Right panels show the elemental composition
(in atomic %) from all detected elements, except oxygen that may be in the form of
both bonded and adsorbed atoms. At low colloidal silica, the increase in fluorine after
etching occurs due to increased sensitivity of the EDX technique to the F-containing
microporous Teflon™ substrate, due to the formation of a network of bored
nanopores in the overlaying graphene flakes.
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after etching, and shows their higher porosity. Conversely, when a larger amount of silica
colloid was used to seal the membranes as in Fig. 3-3c, the graphene flake surface was
almost completely covered by np-SiO2. Although EDX mapping showed that the elemental
composition of this membrane prior to Cu-assisted HNO3 etching was not dissimilar from
that shown in panel a, EDX in panel d shows no significant increase in the fluorine-tocarbon ratio after membrane etching. This suggests that no nanopores were formed in
membranes treated with excess silica colloid, and points to an optimal amount of colloid
required to seal the membranes and simultaneously form a sparse template for pore etching.
Unless otherwise stated, the characterization of filtration performance that follows refers
to devices treated with optimal amount of silica colloid (3 L per m2 of membrane area).

3.3.2

Testing flow rate and differential pressure

The flow rate of our graphene-based membranes before and after nanopore formation was
tested as a function of the volume of silica used to seal the spacing between flakes in the
graphene thin films and form a template for nanopore fabrication. During tests in a deadend filtration configuration, our optimized membrane demonstrated a flow rate of ∼20 L
m−2 min−1, comparable to most graphene oxide and commercial counterparts, [1–7] but
operating at a differential pressure of Δp = 83 kPa which is significantly lower than
differential pressures (700–1500 kPa) [5] normally used in state-of the art RO purification
systems. This represents a significant breakthrough over existing technologies in terms of
their energy footprint because the energy required for water purification is proportional to
Δp.
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Figure 3-4 (a) Flow rate vs. silica volume measured at 83 kPa differential pressure.
The bottom panel shows the difference in flow rate after etching. The largest increase
in flow rate within experimental error is observed for 3 L m−2 of silica colloid
deposited. This volume results in an ideal layer of homogenously distributed silica
nanoparticles that also effectively seals the inter-flake spacing. Solid lines are visual
aids. (b) Flow rate vs. Differential pumping pressure for two completed membranes
with different colloid volume compared to a bare Teflon™ support. The membranes
are shown to have a measurable flow rate at operating differential pressures as low
as 34 kPa.
In Fig. 3-4, panel a shows the water flow rate before nanopore fabrication by metal-assisted
HNO3 etching. Prior to making the graphene flakes nanoporous, the flow rate was
approximately constant (∼10 L m−2 min−1) when colloidal silica treatment of the
membranes was performed with less than 3 L m−2. Between 3.6 L m−2 and 5.4 L m−2 of
colloidal silica the flow rate monotonically decreases with increasing volume of silica
colloid, trending to zero at the largest volumes at which the membranes are completely
water-tight. The monotonically decreasing trend of water flow rate can be understood by
considering that at low amounts of colloidal silica our devices were imperfectly sealed,
which makes it impossible to ensure water passage through nanopores even though they
have been drilled in the graphene. Water continues to flow in large proportions through
inter-flake spacing that are much larger and more frequent than nanopores in graphene
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flakes, leading to less than optimal retention of impurities from water. Sealing of the interflake spacing becomes increasingly more efficient at increasing amounts of colloidal silica
used in the membrane treatment.
Panel a in Fig. 3-4 also shows the flow rates after metal assisted HNO3 etching of our
devices. In this case corresponding to completed filtration membranes, the water flow rate
is no longer a monotonic function of the amount of colloid used in the sealing treatment.
The water flow increases at low amounts of colloidal silica and undergoes a maximum at
about 3 L m−2, at which the water flow rate doubles with respect to the same membrane
prior to pore nanofabrication. For amounts of silica colloid greater than 3 L m−2, metal
assisted HNO3 etching of the membranes does not lead to any significant gains in the
filtration rate. These three regimes can be explained as follows: at low amounts of silica
colloid, below 3 L m−2, nanopores in graphene were fabricated by metal assisted HNO3
etching, but the flow rate was not increased as dramatically because of the significantly
larger openings still present in the form of inter-flake spacing that were imperfectly sealed
by colloidal silica: water mostly passes through these spacing. Conversely, at high amounts
of silica colloid, above 3 L m−2, few or no nanopores can be etched in graphene because
the flakes are almost completely coated by np-SiO2. Consequently, copper does not adhere
to the graphene surface in this case, which leads to insufficient pore fabrication. The case
of treatment with 3 L m−2 of silica colloid is found to be ideal to both seal most of the interflake spacings, as well as form a nanostructured silica mask on the surface to guide metalassisted HNO3 etching of pores.
The performance curve of our optimized membranes, expressing the water flow rate as a
function of applied differential pressure, is shown in panel b of Fig. 3-4. Significant water
flow occurs at differential pressures as low as 30–40 kPa in completed membranes, which
corroborates their very low energy footprint. Bare Teflon™ substrates show a much higher
flow rate at any differential pressure and therefore do not limit the flow rate through the
graphene membrane in which most of the water purification occurs. Fig. 3-4 also shows
that water flow through ultrathin graphene layers is negligibly small prior to pore opening,
but allows for a flow rate of 23 L m−2 min−1 at 83 kPa after pore fabrication, which is
comparable to ultrathin graphene oxide membranes, but at a lower operating differential
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pressure. [3] It is known that metal-assisted HNO3 etching can produce bored nano- or
subnano-pores up to at least 20 graphene layers. [20] This fact combined with the large
increase in fluorine EDX signal after etching observed in Fig. 3-3 suggests that large
amounts of very small but fully penetrating pores have been drilled. We thus speculate that
operation at very low differential pressure is made possible by path lengths shorter than
those in GO membranes, through nanopores that penetrate the entire thickness of FLG,
such that water flow is not restricted to interlayer spacing as in the case of GO laminates.
[6,16]

3.3.3

Water purification from Mn2+ and Fe3+ ions

In our work, we have used EPR to directly probe the concentration of paramagnetic metal
ions in water prior to and after purification with our membranes. The intensity of the EPR
signal is proportional to the first derivative of microwave absorption by the paramagnetic
metal ion system under examination, due to optical transitions between unpaired spin states
parallel and antiparallel with respect to an external dc magnetic field. [21] Therefore the
EPR spectrum integrated over the external dc magnetic field is proportional to the number
of paramagnetic metal ions in our water samples both before and after filtration. Fe3+ and
Mn2+ ions are paramagnetic, stable in water, and produce detectable EPR signals at room
temperature. Both ion types exhibit EPR spectra with a six-fold peak structure, resulting
from overall electron configurations with electron spin S = 5/2. Although Fe2+ may also be
present in water in limited amounts, it forms a quadruplet spin complex (S = 2) that is only
weakly paramagnetic, and therefore is not detectable by EPR at room temperature. [22]
Fe3+ and Mn2+ in part-per-million concentrations were used to test the effectiveness of our
purification process, and the difference in EPR intensity before and after purification is a
good measure of our membrane effectiveness to independently retain these two ion types.
Fe3+ and Mn2+ ions in solution were obtained from MnCl2 and FeCl3 dissolved in water.
Both feed solutions were passed through our devices up to five times to investigate the
effectiveness of multiple purification steps on the same solution. Multiple-pass filtration
was also useful to gain insight into the nature of the dominant ion retention mechanisms of
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Figure 3-5 Panels (a) and (b) show the EPR spectra for Mn2+ and Fe3+ ions in aqueous
solution compared to a bare EPR tube and glass capillary in panel b. The peak
indicated with an asterisk (*) is from the EPR sample holder. The ion concentrations
of (c) Mn2+ and (d) Fe3+ in aqueous solution after 0 to 5 passes through the optimized
graphene-based membranes, showing retention after a single pass that increases with
multiple passes for Fe3+ ions. Performance of the same porous Teflon™ substrates
prior to coating with graphene-based membranes are also shown as a reference.
our graphene-based membranes. The mechanisms can be either (i) pore diameter-based
rejection, due to sub-nanopores comparable in size to the size of metal ions and their
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hydration shells, or (ii) ion adsorption, due to capture at nanopore edges. Although fluorine
EDX maps in Fig. 3-3 show clear evidence of nanoporosity in the graphene flakes, with
pore size below the detection limit of SEM (i.e. <5 nm), no direct estimate of the pore
diameter could be obtained. Thus, an indirect estimate by analysis of the filtration process
is imperative in our case. A decrease in ion concentration after a single pass is more likely
due to filtration by pore diameter-based rejection, while increasing ion removal in
subsequent passes is more likely attributable to adsorption at nanopore edges.
Panels a and b in Fig. 3-5 show the EPR spectra of 10 mg L−1 aqueous feed solutions of
Mn2+ and Fe3+, respectively. The panels compare the spectra measured before purification
with our optimized graphene-based membranes and after five consecutive passes. For both
types of ions, panels c and d show that the performance of our porous graphene membranes
are superior to bare Teflon™ supports. Furthermore, for both Mn2+ and Fe3+ ions, some
degree of retention is observed even after a single pass through the membrane, with 25 ±
4% of Mn2+ and 20 ± 6% of Fe3+ of ions trapped. Multiple filtration passes show that
additional fractions of Fe3+ ions could be trapped, and their concentration in water can be
reduced to 45 ± 6% of the pristine value.
Compared to the retention of increasing amounts of Fe3+ ions with increasing number of
passes, water purification from Mn2+ ions using our membranes (Fig. 3-5c) shows a trend
of slightly increased concentration after the first pass. This may be explained by
considering two distinct mechanisms of absorption and pore-based rejection that remove
ions from solution. Metal ions may be either absorbed through ionic bonding or trapped
sterically within membrane pores. [5] Considering these mechanisms and the trend in Fig.
3-5c, the membrane is saturated to Mn2+ absorption after one filtration pass, including a
fraction of ions trapped in the membrane and Teflon™ support. The fraction of ions weakly
trapped may then be circulated into the permeate solution during additional filtration
passes. From this result we can infer that water purification from Mn2+ ions occurs via a
combination of pore diameter-based rejection and absorption. In contrast, the concentration
Fe3+ ions decreases non-reversibly with multiple filtration passes through a graphene-based
membrane, indicating Fe3+ ions are retained more readily by ion adsorption at nanopore
edges.
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Figure 3-6 Relative ion concentration of Mn2+ (panel a) and Fe3+ (panel b) after
soaking of the both bare Teflon™ support and an optimized graphene-based
membrane. Both ion types are partially retained in the membranes after 3 h of
soaking, with no further observed uptake of ions within experimental error over a 12
h period.
In order to further discriminate from the two proposed mechanisms of pore-based rejection
and absorption of metal ions, our graphene-based membranes have been immersed for up
to 12 h in 10 mg L−1 in aqueous solutions of Mn2+ and Fe3+. Clearly, no pore-size based
ion retention can occur during the immersion process, while ion adsorption at the
membrane surface, or at the pore edge, may still take place. The changes of metal ion
concentrations in the water bath over time are shown in panels a and b of Fig. 3-6 for Mn2+
and Fe3+ ions, respectively. The concentration of Mn2+ ions reaches an asymptote at 90 ±
4% of the pristine fraction after the first 3 h of immersion. This indicates relatively low
adsorption of Mn2+ ions. Conversely, the concentration of Fe3+ ions continues to decrease
until 70 ± 4% at 9 h. This indicates that absorption of Fe3+ ions at the membrane surface is
more prevalent than absorption of Mn2+ ions. Consequently, data shown in Fig. 3-6 leads
us to suggest that a greater fraction of Fe3+ can be absorbed compared to Mn2+. This result
supports the finding from Fig. 3-5 that recirculation of Mn2+ between the graphene-based
membrane and ion solution occurs due to Mn2+ ions retention through pore diameter-based
rejection, with weak adhesion of these ions at the surface. In contrast, Fe3+ ions do not
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show evidence of recirculation (Fig. 3-6b), and remain more steadily absorbed in the
membrane over time.
The different mechanisms of water purification from these two types of metal ions can be
understood by considering that Mn2+ has an approximately 10% larger hydration shell as a
consequence of greater screening by water molecules and a larger ionic radius. [23] This
explains why Mn2+ concentration is more easily decreased than Fe3+ by pore diameterbased rejection after only one filtration. By contrast Fe3+ may be more easily captured by
electrostatic adsorption due to reduced screening between the metal ion at centre of the
hydration shell and oxygen functional groups in pore edges of weakly oxidized FLG. The
EPR results agree with this hypothesis in which multiple filtrations can remove more Fe3+
compared to Mn2+, retaining up to 55 ± 6% of the Fe3+ ion concentration in the membranes.
Considering these two mechanisms of purification, EPR results suggest that the typical
sub-nanopore diameter in our graphene-based membranes is in between the hydration shell
diameters of Fe3+ (0.40 nm) and Mn2+ (0.44 nm). [23]

3.4

Conclusions

In conclusion, graphene-based water purification membranes have been assembled on
Teflon™ substrates with large porosity using a fabrication process that is highly scalable
and low in both complexity and cost. Our membranes are assembled using nanoporous
few-layer graphene that combines the advantages of porous single-layer graphene, offering
energy-efficient water filtration at relatively low differential pressures, and highly oxidized
graphene oxide, which offers high performance in terms of adsorption and impurity
filtration. A critical step in our fabrication process is to utilize colloidal silica to seal the
spacing between partially overlapped graphene flakes to produce water-tight membranes
prior to drilling pores in few-layer graphene. In this way, it is anticipated that purification
occurs by water passing through the nanopores that are fabricated by Cu-assisted etching
in nitric acid. This unique design allowed us to demonstrate water purification from metal
ions through a combination of sub-nanopore filtration in the case of Mn2+ ions, or
adsorption at pore edges in the case of Fe3+ ions that possess a hydration shell diameter
smaller than Mn2+ ions.
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A significant competitive advantage of our graphene-based membranes that makes them
uniquely positioned to solve the problem of high energy costs associated with water
filtration by RO is the low differential operating pressure, in the range of 80–90 kPa, at
which high flow rates (∼20 L m−2 min−1) can be obtained. This is significantly lower than
the pressures used in state-of-the-art commercial filtration systems based on reverse
osmosis, and corresponds to a large reduction in the energy footprint for filter operation.
Further refinement of the etching process will allow pores of a fixed size and even
distribution to be fabricated reproducibly. In this regime, filters exhibiting pore filtration
can be used to remove any ionic contaminant from aqueous solution, with an efficacy that
depends on the size of the hydration shell for both size based rejection and adsorption. With
these properties our porous graphene-based membranes could have applications in
removing contaminants from water at a much lower cost compared to conventional
methods such as reverse osmosis membrane filtration.
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Chapter 4

4

Solvent-free growth of printable carbon dots by sputterplasma assisted chemical vapour deposition over large
area

Carbon dots (CDs) have been extensively synthesized using wet chemistry methods and
widely studied for their outstanding properties in electronic and optoelectronic devices. In
the present work, a bottom-up growth method termed sputter-plasma assisted chemical
vapour deposition (SPA-CVD) is used to grow CDs in high vacuum, reminiscent of
graphene fabricated using chemical vapour deposition. Using this scalable method, a
uniform layer of CDs of controllable size can be grown on a variety of substrates in
approximately 1.5 hrs over wafer-size-areas without the use of solvents. The size and
density of CDs can be finely controlled over a wide range by manipulating the SPA-CVD
sputtering and evaporation parameters. An information storage application is demonstrated
using these CDs embedded in a polymethylmethacrylate film that forms the active layer in
a programmable thin film memory device. This work provides a new insight for the
development of high-quality CDs with tuneable properties for device applications, where
solution processed CDs are not suitable.

4.1 Introduction
Graphene and carbon dots (CDs) have been extensively studied for their optical and
electrical properties, and are attractive for device applications due to their non-toxic nature
and decreasing cost of fabrication. With these advantages, CDs are a good candidate to
compliment and potentially replace inorganic materials used in electrical, optical, and
biomedical device applications. [1-3] CDs need to meet the standard for industrialization,
where the particular CD fabrication method plays an important role in determining the
properties and total cost of the resultant CDs. Various techniques have been attempted to
produce CDs efficiently while achieving desirable properties, with the fabrication
processes introduced in the literature mainly categorised by two approaches; top down, or
bottom up fabrication. [1, 3]
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In general, top down fabrication begins with micro or nano-size flakes of graphene or other
carbon-based materials that have been synthesized or otherwise obtained previously. These
materials are reduced in size via chemical or chemical-assisted techniques to achieve
nanoparticles for a given application. [4-15] Bottom up approaches differ in that molecular
sized precursors are used initially as components to construct CDs of a desired size. [1, 3]
Although chemical-based top-down or bottom-up methods are successful in producing
CDs with a variety of properties, CDs fabricated by these methods continue to suffer from
poor CD size control, aggregation [3-9,13], and limited scalability for mass production.
[12] Moreover, additional steps are often required to modify the electrical and optical
properties of CDs once they have been produced to suit a given application [1, 3]. These
disadvantages could be overcome through the use of a physical fabrication method that
does not rely on chemical-assisted or solution-based procedures.
In the present work, the bottom-up fabrication of CDs is reported using a sputter-plasma
assisted chemical vapour deposition (SPA-CVD) process shown in Fig. 4-1a, that has been
used to produce large amounts of CDs in a short time. CDs are formed from a sputtered
carbon film on top of a layer of metal nanoparticles that act as a catalyst for the nucleation.
Fig. 4-1 describes the fabrication procedure schematically where two layers of Cu and
carbon are deposited sequentially to form the layered structure (Fig. 4-1d). Annealing this
structure high vacuum results in a layer of Cu nanoparticles (Cu-NPs) covered in a layer
of CDs with a variable size depending on the deposition parameters.
A decisive advantage of SPA-CVD is that it is carried out in ultra-high vacuum (UHV),
which minimizes the presence of impurities during the process. To this end, the fact that
copper catalyst deposition and carbon growth are carried out in the same UHV chamber,
with the sample stage that can be rotated face-down for thermal evaporation of Cu and
face-up for plasma-assisted growth of carbon dots further minimizes the effects of
contamination. This can increase the quality of the product greatly. Considering the high
deposition uniformity and substrate flexibility achievable with sputter-plasma processes,
[16] SPA-CVD is able to deposit CDs over wafer size areas and on a variety of different
rigid or flexible substrates. Contrary to conventional wet-chemistry methods used for CD
growth, another significant advantage of SPA-CVD is the CD edges do not contain any
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functional groups introduced by the fabrication, which enables in situ or post-deposition
functionalization. Hence SPA-CVD is a versatile bottom-up technique with significant
advantages over wet chemistry techniques for CD growth.
CDs in this work were characterised by electron microscopy and Raman spectroscopy
techniques to investigate size, morphology and crystal structure. The solvent-free
deposition process produces a uniform layer of CDs with a narrow size distribution that is
ideal for a memristor memory device consisting of a layer of nanoparticles embedded in
an insulating medium. Such a memory device is demonstrated using SPA-CVD deposited
CDs embedded in a polymer layer, where read-write-erase cycles can be used to store data
at low voltages.

4.2
4.2.1

Materials and methods
Carbon-dot growth

The SPA-CVD process for bottom-up CD fabrication is illustrated in Fig. 4-1. CDs were
fabricated by SPA-CVD using a wafer size aluminium foil substrate (Alcan, Standard
100’). The substrate was placed on the rotatable stage inside vacuum chamber of the
deposition system containing a 13.56 MHz radio-frequency sputtering system above the
stage, and a thermal evaporation heater (K.J. Lesker Inc., cat. no. EVB8B3030W) at the
bottom powered by a Hewlett Packard 6466C DC power supply. Thermal evaporation of
copper was first performed on the aluminium substrate under high vacuum (base pressure
10-7 Torr). A 1-6 nm film of copper was deposited by applying 7.5 V and 65 A to a tungsten
heater loaded with copper pellets (99.99% purity, K.J. Lesker Inc.) in an alumina crucible
(K.J. Lesker cat. no. EVA9AO). The thickness of the copper film was measured during
deposition using a quartz crystal oscillator connected to a Sycon STM-2 thickness monitor.
Carbon was subsequently sputtered on the sample at 0.5 nm/min using an RF-3 generator
and PT-II-CE matching network (RF VII Inc.) at 80 W power with Ar gas flowing into the
chamber (flow rate 30 sccm determined by Omega FMA 5400 flow metre), and using a
bias voltage applied to the stage of -100V by a Canberra model 3010 DC Power Supply.
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The sample was then annealed at 380 °C for 1 hr in high vacuum to transform the Cu and
C film into nanoparticles. The size of the resulting CD/Cu-np composites (Fig. 4-1(e))
fabricated can be controlled by the thickness of Cu and C deposited, as well as the
annealing temperature and duration.

Figure 4-1 CD fabrication using SPA-CVD (a) deposition system with radiofrequency sputtering and thermal evaporation system in ultra-high vacuum. (b) A
wafer sized substrate of aluminum foil is loaded onto a rotatable stage. (c) Copper is
thermally evaporated onto the substrate into a thin film. (d) A carbon film is sputtered
onto the copper film to form a layered structure, and (d) annealing at high
temperature simultaneously transforms the copper film into nanoparticles, and the
carbon film into CDs.

4.2.2

Device fabrication and electrical characterization

Electrical characterization of CD based memory devices was carried out using
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) transfer printing as shown in Fig. 4-2. 80 mg of PMMA
(Goodfellow Cambridge Limited, LS311758) was dissolved into 1 g of chlorobenzene (8
% weight ratio) prior to transfer printing. This PMMA solution was spin coated on top of
the CD/Cu-np composite at 1000 rpm for 1 min followed by drying at 3000 rpm for 3 mins.
The aluminium substrate was then etched in an HCl (37%, Caledon, CAS 7647-01-0) bath
for 10 mins, followed by 3 water baths for 10 mins each. The samples were subsequently
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etched in an HNO3 (70%, Caledon, CAS 7697-37-2) bath for 2 mins to remove Cu,
followed by 3 water baths for 10 mins each, to result in a layer of CDs on the bottom of
the PMMA film as shown in Fig. 4-2c. To prepare memory devices, the CD/PMMA film
was transferred to a patterned ITO substrate and dried at 50 º for 10 mins, followed by
thermal deposition of 200 nm aluminium contacts orthogonal to the direction of the ITO
electrodes on the top of PMMA layer as shown in Fig. 4-2c. CD memory devices were
characterized electrically using I-V curves recorded with a Keithley 2400 source meter
with Au probes (Signatone S-725-CLM) contacting the electrodes on the device, performed
under N2 atmosphere in a glovebox (Nexus II, Vacuum Atmosphere Inc.).

Figure 4-2 Schematic of the CD transfer printing process including electrode
fabrication for electrical measurements. (a) CDs fabricated from Fig 4-1e are covered
with a spin-coated layer of PMMA and dried. (c) The aluminum substrate was etched
by HCl to obtain CD/Cu-np composites, followed by Cu etching in HNO3 to obtain
CDs embedded in a PMMA film. (d) This PMMA film with CDs was transferred onto
a patterned ITO/glass substrate. (e) Aluminum electrodes were deposited on top of
the PMMA film by thermal evaporation orthogonal to the ITO electrodes.
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4.2.3

Scanning and transmission electron microscopy

Measurements were performed using a Zeiss LEO 1540XD SEM system. The surface of
all samples was coated with 5 nm Os to increase conductivity using a Filgen OPC80T Os
plasma coater prior to measurement. The samples were attached to a flat aluminium stub
using conducting carbon tape. Silver paint (Pelco® Colloidal Silver Liquid) was applied
on the side of the samples to improve conductivity between the samples and aluminium
stub. SEM images were measured by detecting secondary electrons at 1 kV.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements were carried out using a Phillips
420 Transmission microscope at an accelerating voltage of 60 kV and magnification of
54000x, with the CD samples mounted on Ni grids coated with a 1-2 nm layer of holey
carbon. The CD sample was prepared by dissolving a CD/Cu-np sample on aluminium in
a mixture of HCl and HNO3 to remove the Cu-np’s and the aluminium substrate. The
resulting acid-CD solution was drop-cast onto the TEM grid and washed with water before
measurements. TEM images were analysed to determine the particle size distribution using
ImageJ software.

4.2.4

Micro-Raman spectroscopy

Unpolarised Raman spectra were recorded in the 100-3200 cm-1 spectral region on a
Renishaw InVia spectroscope equipped with a Leica DM2600M microscope and a 20x
microscope objective in a backscattering arrangement. A 633 nm helium-neon laser with a
maximum output power of 17 mW was used as the excitation source. The power at the
sample surface was 0.085 mW/µm2 across a 20 µm2 area. Special attention was paid to
avoid damage of the sample by the laser by shuttering the laser when not actively
measuring. Raman spectra were recorded using a charged couple device (CCD) array of
1024 x 256 pixels, which was cooled to -70 °C using a Peltier cell.

4.2.5

Scanning near-field photoluminescence

Photoluminescence of CDs was measured by a Witec Alpha 300 using scanning near-field
optical microscopy (SNOM). SNOM is an atomic force microscopy measurement
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technique that can record topography and optical images simultaneously with nanoscale
resolution. In this measurement, a SNOM cantilever (NT-MDT Spectrum Instruments,
SNOM_C) with a 120 ± 25 nm aperture in the tip was used to measure the topology of
samples. A purple laser with 405 nm wavelength was used to excite the samples from
beneath the substrate, and remitted photons were collected through the aperture on the
SNOM tip. Photons originating from transmitted laser light were removed from the
photoluminescence images using a 405 nm notch filter (Thorlabs, Inc. NF405-13).

4.3
4.3.1

Results and discussion
Growth of carbon-dots on Al foil by SPA-CVD

Cu is frequently used material in general chemical vapour deposition method for its weak
bonding to carbon or graphene deposited on it. [17-19] Fabrication of Cu-np’s has been
previously studied, and shown to have controllable size and density using thermal
annealing. [20] Formation of Cu-np’s without carbon is accomplished by vacuum
annealing of a thin Cu film, where the size and density of Cu-np’s depends primarily on
the thickness of the initial Cu film, as well as the annealing temperature and duration.
Deposition of a thicker Cu film increases the size of resultant Cu-np’s, while higher
annealing temperature and longer duration decreases the size and density. This property of
controllable Cu-np size is used in the SPA-CVD process to control the morphology of CDs
grown on top of the Cu-np’s from a layer of carbon is sputtered into the Cu film prior to
annealing.
The diameter of the resulting CD/Cu-np is also affected by the thickness of the sputtered
carbon film. As seen in Fig. 4-3a–c, depositing a thicker carbon film results in smaller
CD/Cu-np’ composites. The relationship between carbon thickness and final CD/Cu-np
composite size can be determined by observing the effect of a thicker Cu film (Fig. 4-3d–
f). A 1 nm thick carbon film almost halves the size of CD/Cu-np composites after annealing
compared to Cu-np’s alone, and a 16 nm carbon film completely prevents the formation of
CD/Cu-np composites. This indicates that the size of resultant nanoparticle
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Figure 4-3 (a) – (f) SEM images of CD/Cu-np’s on aluminum substrate after annealing
depending on thickness of each film deposited. (g) Thickness of carbon film sputtered
depending on duration of the deposition. (h) Raman spectroscopy of CD/Cu-np
composites substrate after annealing on a 1 nm Cu film with a varied carbon
sputtering deposition time.
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(i) TEM image of CDs at 52000x magnification showing a high density of CDs on the
surface (j) Histogram showing the size range of CDs to be < 10 nm, with the highest
percentage of CDs in the 9-10 nm range.
composites depends primarily on the thickness of the carbon and Cu films before
annealing, and therefore CDs can be produced with a controlled size and density by
controlling the thickness of Cu and carbon layers.
The final size of CDs when separated from the CD/Cu-np composite has also been
investigated to determine the true CD size. A TEM image of CDs after removal of Cunp’s is shown in Fig. 4-3i, showing a high density of CDs that appear to be nearly uniform
in size. The size distribution shown in Fig. 4-3j indicates that nearly 40% of the CDs are in
a narrow size range of 9-10 nm. The size distribution of CDs produced by SPA-CVD
departs from that generally observed when CDs are fabricated using wet-chemistry
methods. In these cases the size distribution typically centers around an average value with
a normal or near-normal distribution [14,15]. By contrast, SPA-CVD produces CDs with a
fixed maximum size excluding aggregates, which is dependent on the thickness of Cu and
C films deposited. This property makes the size distribution of CDs produced using SPACVD highly controllable over a narrow range without additional treatment, which is ideal
for device applications.
The vibrational properties of CD/Cu-np composites were investigated using Raman
Spectroscopy equipped with a 633 nm laser (Fig 4-3h). Carbon materials have two distinct
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bands, the D and G-bands centred around 1350 cm-1 and 1580 cm-1 when using a 633 nm
excitation laser [21]. The intensity ratio of the D and G-bands can be used as a measure of
how graphitic a carbon sample is, where the I(D)/I(G) ratio is approximately 1.0 for
graphene, and tends to decrease as the carbon becomes more amorphous [21,22]. The
spectra in Fig. 4-3h show that carbon is not detectable before sputtering, with the D and Gbands becoming visible after 4 min of carbon sputtering, corresponding to a 2 nm film (Fig
4-3g). The D and G-bands are broadened significantly compared to graphite, and the
I(D)/I(G) ratio for samples with more than 2 nm carbon deposited shows that the CDs are
composed of amorphous carbon. This is the expected result based on the annealing
temperature used in the process (380 °C), as the crystal structure of carbon on Cu is highly
dependent on the temperature during carbon film growth, requiring 800 - 1000 ºC to
produce graphene [17-19].

4.3.2

Carbon-dot transfer printing using PMMA

Transfer printing is a general method used to move target materials to a desired substrate
using a flexible thin film as a carrier. The flexible film can be coated over the target material
using spin-coating or spray-coating. This thin film coated sample may then undergo an
etching process to remove undesired materials, while leaving the desired materials
untouched. The transfer printing process used in this study is shown in Fig. 4-2, where a
PMMA film is used as the thin film carrier for CD/Cu-np composites.
Using this method, CDs were transferred onto ITO and glass substrates, with SEM
investigations performed at each step as shown in Fig. 4-4. Panels a and b show the bottom
surfaces of a PMMA film transferred after spin coating onto an Al substrate without any
CDs or Cu-np’s after HCl etching (panel a), or a combination of HCl and HNO3 etching
(panel b). Stripes printed from the morphology of the bare Al foil can be clearly seen in
Fig. 4-4a. These stripes can be compared to those in Fig. 4-3b and c that show CD/Cu-np
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Figure 4-4 SEM images of each step of the transfer printing process of CDs obtained
from 1 nm C film on 1 nm Cu film on an Al substrate. (a) PMMA transferred from
bare Al and etched by HCl, (b) PMMA transferred from bare Al and etched by HCl
and HNO3. (c) CD/Cu-np composites formed from a 1 nm Cu film and 16 nm carbon
layer on PMMA after removal of Al, (d) clusters of CDs on PMMA from panel c after
further removal of Cu by HNO3 etching, and (e) uniformly distributed CDs on PMMA
produced from a 1 nm Cu film and a 1 nm carbon film after the same etching process
as in panel d.
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composites are grown thin enough on Al to still see the stripes of the substrate. These
stripes become barely visible due to slight damage after the nitric acid etching shown in
Fig 4-4b. However, the morphology of the PMMA differs in samples with CD/Cu-np
composites present on the surface before etching. Fig. 4-4c shows CD/Cu-np composites
on PMMA after HCl exposure from a sample originally containing a 1 nm Cu film and 16
nm carbon film before annealing. Larger particles are visible on the surface after etching,
with a size indicating they are CD/Cu-np aggregates that are not present as a uniform layer.
Small holes are also visible in the PMMA surface, indicating positions where CD/Cu-np
composites were originally embedded in the film. The CD/Cu-np clusters change in
morphology after the nitric acid as shown in Fig. 4-4d, where the surface of the CD/Cu-np
aggregates have been smoothed, and the holes in the PMMA are eliminated. These images
illustrate clearly that larger CDs are not well behaved under the transfer printing and
etching process, and produce large micron size carbon aggregates in the final product rather
than CDs.
Fortunately, smaller CDs can be successfully transfer printed in a uniform layer. Fig. 4-4e
shows a sample containing CD/Cu-np’s produced from a 1 nm Cu and 1 nm carbon film
after HCl and HNO3 etching. When a thin carbon layer is used, a high-density, uniform
layer of particles is obtained. This result indicates that smaller CDs are more easily
transferrable via this transfer printing method combined with etching. A possible
explanation for the effect that prevents larger CDs from being successfully transferred is
due to the CD surface area/volume ratio. Larger CDs or CD/Cu-np composites have
relatively low surface potential compared to smaller CDs or CD/Cu-np composites.
Therefore, smaller CDs or CD/Cu-np composites are more easily enveloped by the PMMA
film, whereas the larger particles have a smaller surface area of contact, and are more easily
detached from the film during transfer or etching. The clusters appear only after etching of
the Al substrate, also implying that the vigorous etching is likely to be the cause of cluster
formation. Significant local heating during the Al etching causes partial deformation of
PMMA film, while gas evolution may create enough turbulence for Cu-np’s to be
physically detached from the PMMA film. This separation of Al substrate from PMMA
film prevents the successful transfer of CD/Cu-np’s, but can be avoided by focusing on
smaller CDs and Cu-np’s that can be transferred intact for use in device applications.
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4.3.3

Photoluminescence

The optical properties of CDs fabricated using SPA-CVD were investigated both
qualitatively using light excitation from a camera flash, as well as using scanning nearfield optical microscopy (SNOM) as shown in Fig. 4-5. Photo-luminescence of CDs is an
important property that opens up many possible applications in eco-friendly and
biomedical optoelectronic devices such as optical sensors and light emitting devices. [1-3]
Light emission from a water-based solution of CDs is compared to emission from a solution
containing only Cu-np’s in the top panel of Fig. 4-5, showing a white-yellow light emission
from the CD containing sample, confirming the presence Of CDs. Based on this result,
SNOM was used to further investigate the light emission, where this technique is
advantageous over other photoluminescence techniques because SNOM is a nanoscale
mapping technique based on atomic force microscopy that simultaneously collects
correlated topography and optical images of a sample surface. In this way, the position of
a nanoscale feature in a topography image can be accurately compared to the same position
in the photo-luminescence image. The images shown here were taken in SNOM collection
mode where the excitation laser shines through the bottom of the sample while near-field
light is collected above the sample surface through the aperture of the SNOM tip.
Fig. 4-5a shows the topography of CDs on PMMA after transfer produced from 1 nm Cu
and 1 nm carbon films. Fig. 4-5b and c show the photon counts with laser on the same spot
as the topography in terms of transmittance through the sample, and luminescence from
the sample, respectively. These measurements are used to verify the presence of photoluminescent CDs in the transfer printed CD/PMMA film. The transmittance image, Fig. 45b, shows the light transmission through the samples including the incident laser light
combined with any luminescence from the sample. This transmittance heavily depends on
the size and density of the CDs combined with diffraction caused by PMMA film. The
photo luminescence image shown in Fig. 4-5c, was obtained using an optical notch filter
to remove the incident laser light, and this image shows only re-emitted photons from
excitation of CDs. As a guide for the eye, dotted lines have been drawn on Fig. 4-5c around
the areas of highest photo-luminescence. The positions of this photoluminescence signal
correspond to that of clusters of CDs, and also correspond to darker positions in the
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transmittance. This indicates strong absorption of the 405 nm laser light in areas that also
exhibit high photoluminescence. This conforms that the bright areas in Fig. 4-5c are indeed
photoluminescence and not scattered laser light.

Figure 4-5 Luminescence of CDs compared to Cu-np’s observed qualitatively in a
camera image is shown in the top panel. (a) Topography of CDs embedded in a PMMA
film after transfer printing. (b) Transmission SNOM, and (c) photo-luminescence
SNOM. Outlines indicate areas emitting the highest photoluminescence signal.

4.3.4

Memory effect of transfer-printed carbon-dots

The application of these SPA-CVD CDs in flash memory devices has been examined using
a sandwich device configuration, shown in Fig. 4-6a and b. Thin film memory devices
produced from organic materials consisting of thin films with multi-stable resistivity
characteristics, are attractive as possible substitutes for inorganic memory devices due to
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lower fabrication costs. [23-25] Silicon-based flash devices currently dominate the market
of non-volatile memory devices with multiple read-write-erase cycles, but suffer from high
fabrication costs and minimal room for further performance improvement [26]. CDs
produced by SPA-CVD are ideal for this application, as they are present in a high density
uniform single layer.
The sandwich configuration presented here uses CDs/PMMA transfer printed onto ITO
which acts as the bottom electrode and cathode. Al contacts were thermally evaporated on
top of the CDs/PMMA layer perpendicular to the ITO contacts, such that the Al contacts
function as the anode electrodes for the sandwich, producing four 2 x 2 mm devices on the
same chip. A typical I-V characteristic of one of these devices with CDs obtained from a
carbon layer at 1 nm thickness on top 1 nm Cu film, (see Fig. 4-3b and Fig. 4-5e) is shown
in Fig. 4-6c. From this figure, the I-V curve is clearly non-ohmic, and possibly indicative
of Poole-Frenkel effects [27-28] due to the presence of CDs in the insulating PMMA
matrix. Poole-Frenkel electronic transport is consistent with de-trapping of electrons in a
potential localized around conducting CDs or nanoparticles embedded in a more insulating
matrix. [27] If the electron energy levels of the nanoparticles can be modified when the
nanoparticles are charged or discharged, Poole-Frankel transport processes may give SPACVD CDs applications in volatile and non-volatile resistive memory devices. [24,25,29,30]
The I-V curve in Fig. 4-6c describes the charging and discharging of CDs, which can be
interpreted as ‘writing’ and ‘erasing’ data in the case of a memory device. If a positive
write voltage (VW) > 3 V is reached through an initial direct I-V scan (grey trace in panel
c), the CDs become charged, filling the available low-energy states in the CD potential
well. This increase of potential energy leads to an increase in resistivity of the CDs, and
less current flow through the device. The shape of the I-V curve changes when the scanning
voltage is swept to from positive to negative polarity (black trace), becoming less steep at
V  0, until reaching a negative ‘erase’ voltage (VE) < -3 V. At this point, the electrons in
CDs are discharged, erasing the information stored in the previous write stage. A
subsequent direct I-V scan up to VW > 3 V brings overlaps well (red trace) with the first
direct scan (grey trace). This indicates that CDs embedded in PMMA exhibit Poole-Frenkel
effects that can be utilized in the function of a thin film memory device.
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Figure 4-6 Diagram of (a) top view and (b) side view of CDs/PMMA based memory
devices. (c) I-V characteristics of these memory devices showing hysteresis effects. (d)
A three cycles of current resulting from the two alternating resistivity states in writeread-erase cycles at VW = 8 V to write, VR = 0.5 V to read and VE = -6 V to erase. (e)
As average of 20 cycles of the same plot shown in d.
Fig. 4-6d and e show the read-write performance of a CD/PMMA memory device over
multiple write-erase cycles. In this measurement, a range of voltages were applied to charge
and discharge the CD/PMMA layer. VW = 8 V was applied to charge the CDs and write to
the device, while VE = -6 V was applied for 10 s to discharge and erase the device. After
every VW and VE, a read voltage VR = 0.5 V was applied for 10 s to measure the current
without changing the charge state of the device. Three cycles of VE, VR, VW and VR on a
CD/PMMA memory device are recorded in Fig. 4-6d, showing the current at VR for each
read-write-erase state of the CDs (the upper plot with white background) after each applied
electric potential step (shown in the lower plot with grey background). The difference in
current when reading the device in either low or high resistivity state can be clearly seen
in the figure. Applying VE brings the memory device to the lower resistivity erase state
with a current of 0.042 ± 0.001 mA, whereas writing to the device with VW brings the
device to a higher resistivity state with write current of 0.036 ± 0.001 mA. The difference
between the two states at VR = 0.5 V is approximately 6.0 ± 0.5 µA. The currents in both
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conductivity states are reproducible and highly stable, resulting from different local
electron population in the CDs created by the charge and discharge potentials, VW and VE.
The difference between the two states can be distinguished without destroying the current
state of the device by applying a relatively low VR. These results show that CDs produced
by SPA-CVD can be used in thin film device applications with minimal post-processing,
and may be attractive for devices where CDs produced using a wet-chemistry or solvent
assisted methods are undesirable.

4.4

Conclusions

In conclusion, CDs have been fabricated by SPA-CVD on a wafer size Al substrate. SPACVD uses a carbon film deposited by sputtering on top if a Cu film on an Al substrate,
which is annealed to transform the layered structure into a layer of CD/Cu-np composites.
The CD crystal structure and size are controllable by adjusting the annealing temperature
and thickness of the carbon and Cu films. Thicker Cu films combined with a thinner carbon
film result in larger CDs, while keeping both layers thin with a higher annealing
temperature and longer duration decreases the CD size. Although this study was performed
using an Al substrate, SPA-CVD can be used to grow CDs on any type of substrate over
large areas that can withstand the annealing temperature required. CDs fabricated by SPACVD can be easily transferred to a desired substrate. The application of SPA-CVD CDs in
a memory device is demonstrated, showing memristor effects at low voltages using CDs
embedded in an insulting PMMA layer.
A significant advantage of SPA-CVD CDs comes from their applicability to a wide range
of applications. CDs prepared by this method are advantageous for some applications as
they are prepared in a single uniform layer, with a maximum CD size that can be finely
controlled by the fabrication parameters. Unlike many types of CDs produced by wet
methods, SPA-CVD CDs do not possess any functional groups attached during the
fabrication process, which can simplify their later use in devices.
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Chapter 5

5

Conclusions and future work

In conclusion, Cu-np assisted synthesis of graphene related materials were developed in
this research. This technique used Cu-np’s for efficient and controlled etching of graphene
for graphene patterning into micro/nano structures. Cu-np’s were grown on weakly
oxidised graphene to reduce the chemical etching duration. The degree of etching can be
also controlled by changing the size and density of Cu-np’s deposited. This Cu-np assisted
etching of graphene was shown with two applications by controlling the degree of etching:
synthesis of graphene nanoribbons (GNR) and nano-porous graphene filter. Cu-np’s were
also used in carbon dots synthesis as a supportive base on which carbon dots were grown.
The size and density of carbon dots fabricated by this method can be easily controlled by
Cu-np’s.
Graphene nanoribbons were synthesized by Cu-np’s assisted etching by eliminating entire
graphene flakes but only leaving graphene ridges. There are two kinds of graphene ridges
that were naturally formed during graphene preparation. These ridges survived Cu-np
assisted etching process due to the higher thickness of wide ridges and copper free property
of narrow ridges. Therefore, the wide and narrow GNRs were produced from the two types
of ridges via Cu-np’s assisted etching method. The resultant GNRs were measured by
conductive AFM to not significantly limit their electrical conductivity compared to that of
aluminium electrode used in this measurement. The result of GNRs fabrication shows the
Cu-np assisted etching can be applied on large area removal of graphene. This synthesis
method can be further developed by controlling graphene ridges to have certain pattern
before the etching process by transferring graphene on indented mould of patterns.
Nanoporous graphene filter was synthesised by Cu-np assisted etching by limiting etching
area of few layer graphene (FLG) by silica nanoparticles. Graphene film was deposited by
colloidal silica to have silica nanoparticles (≈ 50 nm) on the surface of FLG. The spacings
of FLG surface among silica nanoparticles limited contact area to copper film which is later
deposited, hence limited size of etching area of FLG. As a result, nano-pores were
fabricated through FLG. The pores were measured by electron dispersive X-ray (EDX) by
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detecting fluorine from supportive TeflonTM substrate beneath FLG. EDX shows that
(sub)nanometre size of pores were created through multiple layers of graphene by
significant increase of atomic composition of fluorine after the etching process. This nanoporous graphene was demonstrated as water purification filter by measuring flow rate and
filtration of Mn and Fe ions from water. The nano-porous filters could eliminate
approximately 20% of Mn2+ ions and 60 % of Fe3+ ions from 10 mg/L aqueous solution by
combination of pore-filtration and absorption at pore edges. The elimination of the metal
ions was performed at higher flow rate (~20 L m-1 min-1) in the lower operating pressure
range of 80-90 kPa compared to that of conventional filtration system based on reverse
osmosis. The result of nanoporous graphene filter synthesis shows that Cu-np assisted
etching can be limited in size to produce sub-nanometre vacancy defects on multilayer
graphene. Therefore, it can control graphene etching in sub-nanometre scale. Use of this
porous graphene filter is not limited only for Mn and Fe ions. Functionalization of graphene
surface and edges to have different chemical properties can make it remove specific target
contaminants from water. This can be accomplished by post-chemical-treatment of porous
graphene after the pore fabrication step in Cu-np assisted etching method.
Carbon dots (CDs) were synthesized over a large area via sputter-plasma assisted chemical
vapour deposition (SPA-CVD) with catalytic assistance of Cu-np’s. The carbon film was
deposited in Ar atmosphere by RF sputtering on copper film deposited via thermal
evaporation. C/Cu film was subsequently annealed at 400 °C for 1 hr in the same vacuum
deposition system to form CD/Cu-np composites. The diameter of resultant CD/Cu-np’s
made from 0.5nm C/ 0.5 nm Cu film is approximately close to but less than 10 nm. The
CDs were separated from Cu-np’s for further characterizations by PMMA transfer printing
on Si and glass substrates via wet chemistry etching of Cu-np’s. The transferred CDs on
PMMA are measured by SNOM to be highly photo luminescent under purple (405 nm
wavelength) laser. One on the most important properties of the CDs is the memory effect.
The CDs embedded in PMMA with Al and ITO electrodes shows non-ohmic
characteristics, which is a possible indication of Poole-Frankel effect. This large area
synthesis of CDs can have wide range of applications due to their photo luminescent and
hysteresis properties. This Cu-np’s assisted synthesis of CDs can be further studied on
change in photoluminescence and memory effect of CDs with different crystal structures
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controlled in annealing process. The CDs studied in this thesis were annealed at 400 °C,
which resulted in amorphous carbon. Increase of annealing temperature up to 800-1000 °C
can lead to synthesis of graphene quantum dots, which can widen the application range of
the SPA-CVD method.
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